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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

May 12,1949

We are all interested in American citizenship and, in a broader

sense, in the citizenship enjoyed by every people in every nation

of the world, In America, we have enjoyed the rights of citizen

ship, carrying with it respOnsibility in local and national politici

cal affairs, for such a long period that we take citizenship as a

matter of course,

Too often those who enjoy the rights of citizenship do not

appreciate the responsibility that rests upon them, Even in our

national elections to decide the personnel and the policies of

our government, scarcely more ttiAtrz fifty per cent of the people

who have the right to vote exerciste'that right.

In these modern, complex days, when government of one sort

or another must exercise supervision and guidance in so many

matters that affect every person within the republic, it is more

essential than ever that those who live in a democracy, like ours

must acquaint themselves with the conditions under which they

live and with the policies of the government which they must

observe.

In ancient Greece, it was said that every citizen was so Aril

qualified that he could perform any duty which his government

might call upon him to perform. That was possible because the

right of citizenship in ancient Greece was limited. While it is

not necessary or desirable that every citizen should aspire to or

hold public office, it is essential that every citizen know what the

issues are and know the conditions which give rise to the issues

upon which they must pass. This is especially true because poli

tics and economics are handmaids. They are almost inseparable

and one may affect the character of the other to a degree not

readily understood.

I, therefore, am happy to urge that all American 'citizens feel

the responsibility under which they rest, qualifying themselves

to understand and assist in the guidance of our political insti

tutions, as well as all of the agencies, governmental and private,

whose activities may affect the rights of the people and the

character of our government.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 13, 1919

It again affords me deep pleasure to extend greet-

ing; and good wishes to the participants in the

Fourth National Conference on Citizenship,

America, in today's world, demands an alert,

faithful and forward-looking citizenry, alive to the

precious privileges and vital responsibilities of citi

zenship, A nation is only as good and strong as

the individuals who make it up. Therefore, it is

gratifying that ,we have a conference such as yours

where representatives of all phases of our life may

come together and discuss how best 'to meet the

problem of these challenging times,

,Yours is a noble objectiveto seek the better.

ment of our country, to implement your Govern

merles efforts for . peace, to bring about freedom,

justice and opportunity for our own people and for

all mankind.

May your 'deliberations, symbolic of our democ-

racy, be blessed with the utmost success!

I

t .

v

WELCOME TO NEW YORK

WILLIAM O'DWYER

Mayor

ESTERDAY at the "I Am an Ampican Du" ceremonies with

1,250000 other New Yorkers, I welcomed 90,000,, new citizens

to the brotherhood of freedom that we enjoy here in the United

States. Today 1 am happy to join the Department of justice and the National

Education Association in this Fourth National Conference on Citizenship,

This is a meeting where we americans gather to examine our rights.

This is a place for us to refresh our knowledge of the great freedoms that

belong to us and to no others.

You who ate here understand that. Your duty is to make it clear to

others that our freedoms are worthy of our interest in government. You

know that we will have those freedoms only as long as we remain alert

to our responsibilities as citizens:These responsibilities consist of taking

an active part in public affairs. A voting not only in general elections,

but in the primaries as well, By knowing what our government is doing,

and trying to find the reasons behind its actions. By discussing public local,

national, and international affairs with our fellow citizens. By gatheritig in

discussion groups such as this one.

In welcoming you to New' York City I want you to knows that here

you arliqmong friends who understand your way of thinking. \Ve have

here, I believe, one of the most enlightened electorates in the world. This
is an electorate that knows its powers, and knows that it will remain power.

ful only while it remains free. Such people are your good friends. They

join me in wishing you and your conference the happiness that comes of

good work well done,

[91



THE CONFNENCE, ITS PLAN AND THEME

EARLE T, HAWKINS

Proidat kate Teachers College, Toulon, 11Iaryland,,and Chairman

of the Conference Committee

H National Education Association 'and the United States Depart.

me t of Justice welcome you to the Fourth National Conference on

Citizenship with a feeling of gratification at being able to sponsor

such a meeting and a feeling of humility in realizing the responsibilities in-

volved in convening several hundred representative American citizens.

At the previous three national conferencesPhiladelphia in 1946, Dos

ton in 1947, and last year's great conference in Washingtonvarious phases

of citizenship have been considered and discussed by the participants. All of

the confernces have had the following three objectives:

To re-examine the functions and dutiO of American citizenship

intoday's world.

To assist in the development of more dynamic procedures for

making citizenship more effective,

To indicate the ways and means by 4'hich various organizations

may contribute concretely to the development of a more active,

alert, enlightened, conscientious, and progressive citizenry in our

country.

All of the conferences have been working conferences. Your planning

committee has On so arranged the schedule that a major part of the confer-

ence sessions will be spent by the delegates in small discussion,groups. The

committee places a great deal of faith in the outcomes of the workgroup

discussions and feels that the conference will succeed to the extent that

these meetings stimulate creative thought and effective action,

The organization has the following characteristics:

I. Each delegate is assigned upon registration to a specific group.

2. All of the 'twenty groups will discussIsnpultaneo6sly the same topic.

3, Tb each of the discussion groups there have been assigned two care

fully selected group leaders.

4. Each of the three group sessions will be preceded by a presentation

of the assigned topic at a general conference session.

5. Each of,. the group sessions will be followed by a thumbnail sketch

of the discussions, gleaned from the reports submitted by !callers.

Since assignments to discussion groups have been made with a vieW, to

representing varied interests it each group, it is important that each dele.

0 [ to ]
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gate attend regularly the discussion group to which he has been assigned.

In arriving at the:theme for the conference your committee had the bene-

fit of the very helpful advice given by the distinguished citizens on the

planning committee whose names are listed inside 'the front covet of your

program. After several sessions and much serious discussion, the topic

Selected was that of RESPONSIBLE,AMERICAN

I.Their Job in Politics; '.Their Job inthe World Today; 3.Their

Job in the Community.

In a few moments you wAl hear the first phase of the topicRerpori.

Bible American Citizensilfbeir Job ,in Politicsdiscussed by two United.

States Senators and the national president of the League of Women Voters,'

this afternoon' the discussion' will concentrate further upon this topic,

This evening, at the second general session, the sti phaseNcrpon.
Bible American CitizensTheir Job in the World Todaywill be presented

by a university president; and the group discussions tomorrow morning will

colter around that topic.

The third phaseResponsible American CitizensTheir Job in the
Communitywill be ptesented at the noon luncheon meeting tomorrow

by a panel of outstanding American citizens; and the discussion groups

tomorrow afternoon will turn their attention to this third and final topic.

In selecting the theme, Responsible American Citizens, the members of

the conference planning committee wanted to stress the challenge facing

America todaythat of having the great body of our citizens realize that

in a democky each liberty has its corresponding loyalty, each privilege its

accompanying duty, and each right its parallel responsibility. We need to re-

mind ourselves constantly that our rights, our privileges, and our very fret,

dom are secure only so long as enough of us accept and exercise our loyalty, .
our duties, and our responsibilities. Last year's conference hid as its Aymbol

a balance scale --=one side of the balance indicating tights, the other side

responsibilities. This year we are emphasizing even mire strongly the im-

portance of accepting responsibilityand we are'indicating the three areas

of responsibility: in the held.of politics, in the world today, and in our

own`" local community.

The several; hundred delegates at this coneetce represent important

national organizations aggregating millions of petirIs in membership. It

would not be too great an exaggeration to claim that the organizations

represented here touch fifty percent or more of the adult citizens of America.

As delegates you may have come with one or more of the following

aims' in mind: .

First,.you may expect to be stimulated by the variety of personalities you

will meet, the variety of viewpoints you will hear,

11
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Second, you may be hopingf;to gain some practical suggestions /9r im-

provil the success of citizenshiiipzoiams,. I
yr

Third, you may have two or tilee particular problems mind which
' t

'to lou are basil, ancrto which yottiope to find definite sok ions,

FoRrth, yoU may be hoping that a conference like this will come to some
.,

' ,, definite points:0 agteeMentwill makelome basic and far-reaching pro- .

0, onuneements. , '114,

N
.1 ,I'' Fifth, you may have in mind consciously or unconsciously.us,ing the cori-

'e ference,as a sounding board to publicize things about your organization, ,

;I,

,
Sixth, you may be ll'ere for thehrst time as a delegate and may Ove only

,

,,, very hazy, ideas as to what you really expect from, the conference. . , '

It .13. obvious that' in a brief,fhreeday pefiod it willie impossible to
..,,

satisfy completely all rho expectations all of ,you may have. What:may we, '

expect, in all fairness? and what may we not expect? , , .,,.

first, let us' say that the Conference cannot be expected to make pro-, 1

nouncements, It is a discussion conference, a working,conference,not a

meeting ,of a board of directors. It is not the policy of the Conference to

pass resolutions. ,, ,

Second, it is not expected that the Conference will give complete answers

to all the roblems you have in mind. It may help in that direction. On the

other your particular problems may not be ones to which your group

wishes tofgiVe a lot of consideration.

On the positive side you may \well expect to learn something about

group processes in the discussion groups. Ycot may gain more appreciation,

of denitcracy at work. You may expect to learn a great deal about success-

ful procedures from other participants and you may sometimes be reassured

to find that your own problems are not unique. You may 'expect the inspira-

don that comes from associating with other interested delegates represent.

ing several hundred leading organizations of America. You may befassisted

in clarifying your thinking on some basic issues through the addresses you

hear and the groups in'which you participate. And finally, and far from the

least important, you may derive the satisfaEtion that comes from making con-

tributions which play their part in the general success of the Conference.

Knowing of our responsibilities, caring about our responsibilities, and,

above all, exercising our responsibilitiesthese three form the triumvirate i

of American citizenship today, May we expect that both our general sessions

and our group discussions will bioaden our vision, sharpen our sensibilities,

challenge our imagination, and through our own efforts and those of the

organization we represent play a significant part in developing more and

more RerponsiNe American Citizen

.1

a
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THEIR JOB IN NATIONAL POLITICS

GEORGE D, AIKEN

lnited States Senator front Vermont

HE cross currents of our national life and of world affairs are such

that there wai never a more urgent need than now for American

citizens to assume a respo ,able role in national politics.

Too often laymen take pot only their responsibilities as

citizens but 'also their joi)n politics.

Whether we admit it of a;; "'rtd of events on the national political

front shapes the course ot' 0 welfare.

We have come, to assikate government with politics and vice versa.

I am not speaking of polit'in the narrow sense but' rather in the broad,

sense of government, involving the enactment and administration of laws.

It is a fact, nevertheless, that governmental polities are projerred,

tested, and 'weighed in the political arena. It is in, the political arena that

the spotlight is turned on the stand taken by parties and by candidates

It is in the political arena that 'citizens ,endorse or reject the policies?,

espoused by parties 2nd candidates.

As our nation increases in population, there is the danger that control

of government may become further and further removed from the pedple.

This danger takes on added significance when we realize that big perm

meat, by comparison with previous standards, is here to stay. Our 'govern-

merit is one of the largest enterprises on ,earth.

The complexity of our domestic problems and our increased responsi-

bility in international problems have given rise to greater centralization

of government than we have heretofore experienced in this country. The

problem now is to keep government from getting so big, so unwieldy, and

so powerful that it will get out of hand.

The best way to prevent this from happening, or from letting it topple

of its own weight, is to streamline it and operate it efficiently.

We must either mold ,government and shape it so that it will serve

the people or the time will come when the people will be serving the

government,

Sou long as we have government somebody will be running it. It is up

to the citizens of the nation to decide whether they want to take more

responsibility in politics and have a say in how things are run, or whether

they yip to give bureaucracy a free and unfettered hand. If the citizens

make the latter choice, they can blame only themselves for what happens.

14
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I (19 not mean to disparage or belittle those whom some choose to

call bdreaucrats, because I think nearly all federal servants are honest, hard.

wor ing citizens truly seeking to improve their government and their

country.

;`; Let us keep them that way. Lets not tempt them by giving them too

ee a hand or too much power. Let us make them even more responsible

//and more tesponsive to the will of the people.

'/, In considering this question of good citizenship, we should bear in

mind that there is a vast difference between being just an American citizen

and, in being a responsible citizen,

The responsibility that goes with citizenship in this country is what

distinguishes democracy from totalitarianism. In the latter ideology, respon-

sibility is usurped by the state and is not reserved to the citizen.

In the United States, we cherish the philosophy that the government

is responsible to the citizen instead of the citizen being responsible to

the government.

This philosophy is inherent in our Decliration of Independence which

held that ". . . Governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed."

At the time that these words were written; the rights of the citizen

were little respected in the world. It was of popular or safe even to talk\n

about the rights of the individual. To ork for the founding of a govern-

ment based upon the protection of such rights required the courage of

deep conviction and ,fearless disregard for pejsonal welfare.

Fortunately, our forefathers had the courage to found a nation that was

conceived in the spirit of freedom and nurtured by the ideal of democracy,

where the rights of the individual still reign supreme.
,

Lincoln, irt his Gettysburg address, expressed the same philosophy when

he said: ". . . we here highly Alve that these dead shall not have died

in vainthat this Nation under God shall have a new birth of freedom,

- and that government of the people, by the people, and for the people shall

not perish from the earth."

The liberty and freedom which have been our proud heritageand which

have been kept alive by Jefferson, Lincoln, and the other towering fives of

our historyare still the bulwark of our democracy.

This is an inheritance that we must preserve and perpetuate and never

take for granted.

We must never'get into the rut of accepting the privileges of being ari

American citizen without sharing the-responsibility of that citizenship.,

The fact that we have grown into a nation of great influence, with one

of the highest standards of living the world has ever known, does.not mean

that the responsibility of the individal has diminished in any way.
43, .
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Speakers at the Conference: Anna Lord Strauss,

president, League of Women Voters of the

United States; George Darid Aiken United

States Senator from Vermont; Hubert H. Hum.

phrey, United States Senator from Minnesota,'

Robert Burton House, chancellor;Vniversity of

North Carolina.

The individual is still the'qrnerstone of our way of life,

To be a good citizen enliges and enhances the scope of the individual. .

Being just a halfhearted citizen not only retards the development and

growth of the individual but it also serves as a brake on the progress of

the niion.

The problem of fulfilling one responsibility in the field of national poi.

itiCS is admittedly a challenging one and one that is not easy. It does not

mean just dropping a ballot in the box every two or four years and then shift

ing the entire responSibility to those who receive the highest number of votes.

It means almost daily study of the issues by each citizen so that conlip:ing'

viewpoints can be weighed and public opinion formed, which will 41

about proper decisions,

In order for public opinion to be intelligently formed, the people must

have access to information upon which an intelligent opinion can be formed.

Government itsif must be made to assume its share of the responsibility

for seeing to it that the citizens are:frankly confided in, and consulted with,

in the operation of the government,

There have been too many cases when our own government has exceeded

the bounds of security caution in Withholding information from the people.

How can the citizens of this country arrive at proper conclusions,' no

matter how much they try, if they cannot get the basic fads of a situation

or if the facts are one-sided or biased? f

The,difficulty of obtaining basic information often arises' in connection

with foreign policy issues, but is by no means confined to this field,

concealing expenditures, misinterpreting laws. using funds appropriated

for other purposes for the spread of propaganda are other evils of govern.

ment which grow progressively worse unless corrected by a generally aroused

citizenry.

16
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An aroused pUblic Opinion is the most potent influence in our democracy.

That opinion, when marshaled, is the majority voice of the American people.

An !indifferent public ;permits the unscrupulous executive, political or
pressure troop to min' selfish objectives.

If democracy' is to be strong and meet the challenge of other forms of
government, it must have an alert, intelligent and unselfiSr citizenly.

It is incumbent upon the citizens of a democracy to be well enough in

formed to see the roper relationship between the welfare of the individual

and the welfare Of the nation,

am fully cognizant of the citizen's responsibility to his community and

his state, It is entirely propeifor him to fulfill that obligation. But that does

not free him from his responsibility as a citizen of the United States.

Our federal tax laws, our federal courts are examples of our legal identity

as citizens of the United States. Our obligations in the national political field,

while not legally imposed, are equally binding if we discharge our "'duties

as good citizens.

The reason the political decisions we make are so important is that these
decisions influence and permeate our whole national life. We cannot scr re.

gate the political from the economic phases of democracy. A democracy can.

not remain strong if 'the economic stiticrure of the nation is weak.

Neither can the social problems of the nation be partitioned off from the

economic and political problems. Each must mesh with the other in the
gears of democracy.

We know from out experience in the depression years of the thirties
whit it means to have people denied the opportunity of being useful citizens

because of lack of employment, training, health, or morale. It is incumbent

upon us as good citizens not to permit a repetition of that sad experience.

In world history if we ferret out the root of political upheaval, it is trace.

17
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Able in most cases to eco i onlic or social maladjustment,

So the tope 'f lie.'iiizen s responsibility

l
is broad. The challenge for)

4. him to keep informed, and to do something abut what he kn4s and be.

lieves, is ever-present. It is a sad sPectade to see a citizen, who might wield

constructive political influence \in thpation; sit back and Wait for his fellows

to do the job. .

11ie first and folembst way to demonsgate that we ate responsible citizens ,:\

is to go to the polls and vote, We have never exercis,edanything like our

voting potential in ibis country. /In the last national election, the President '

of the United States was electid by only about one-fourth of the people

....jer By thi,swho could have qualified AS v.6 failure to vote, nearly forty-five

. million !Pelicans haY am themselves of anNuoral right to criticize

the present administrA n of our government,

is another earmark

4

,piscussion' of the topics of the day with our neighbors

of good citizenship:I am thankful for the privilege of growing tip
in the.

...!.. atmosphere of the NO England Town Meeting. That is a ttaditiOn that

l r til
/Arnencans everywhe can well afford emulate.

Group actipnl thrriugh affiliation with some worthwhile organization, is \.
almost a necessit in this day of bigness, The voice Of the individual may be

\'.,

a voice cryingjn the wilderness unless it is backed 4 the force of numbers.

I should like to sound this warning. note, hOwe er. Careless citizens and

leless groups can be used for bad purposes!' . ,

The forces of evil do not dare to organize as suc They cannot afford to

be open and above board, Their strategy: is to bore ft in 'within, and thereby

purposes,

It is extremi,,, 'itnportan that good citizens and desirable groups be on

Ord against letting themse ves be used tO,preide th6 cloak of ispecta

bility for schemets and plotters. If you cannot talk an active interest in the

organ non to which you belong, You had better keep out of it. . . i

I would also warn groups against the endorsement of resolutions without

,having accurate knowledge as to the content and real Purpose of the,petition,

. Sometimes Chambers of Commerce, drat even state legislatures, endorse

resolutions of which they do not know the full meaning,,

t
In this day of Organized groups, and 'a ffoutishing business in the lobbying

,field, it is difficult for a member of Congress to sep arate the wheat from the

chaff. There are so many pressures and so many viewpoints.

No one can tell how many groups are formed for the purpose .f giving

lucrative jobs to enterpriSing and sometimes unscrupulous men, hese men'

frequently organize and solicit funds on a commission basis, esta' tsh lucrative

incomes for themselves, and rnalk sure that the purpose for which the organi.

t cation is Ostensibly set up is never quite achieved' VerY busy businessmen are

18
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sometimes,the most sus eptible victims in this field of questionable group
operations,

,

The paiblem of the legislator is to weigh the different .viewpoints, in the
light of the nati al welfare, and then `decide how to vote. I may say that
it is a soul searching experience in deciding how to vote on vital and corm.
versia issues. Of course, if the legislator is too hen at variance witNs con.

stituents 'n his stand on these issues, his exit 'froi the political scene is'a very

likely consclvence.

On(the most important problenkilim

is to be able to draw the line between vested

interests and the nation %l welfare. , ,

This problem is particularly noticeable in connection with inands in:

volving money. There is a teokncy for each group or each class of petitioner

to.want all it can get, apparently with little or no thought that tomebody has

to 'pay for it, The theory seems to be di la everybody issetting, so let's insist ,"
On our turn at the grab bagthe grab' bag in this case being the .federal

treaw.

ThiOs a dangerous trend, We shapld realize that, in the 'long run,0
only what we pay If , If we for

mean deficit financi and increased national debt. We cannot build a last-,

clg very 'long, get more than we pay for, that

ti

ing nation on the sands of paternalism, .
,

1

1 To help maintain a solvent, and ;esponsible national government is a,

Cardinal requirement of good citizenship, .1n all that we do, in all that we
'strive for in our role as good citizens, let us notSacrifice liberty,* freedom

on the altar) oft expediency or selfishness. Let us remember that libgty and.

freedortrie)nof only to be talked'about lout also to be lived. '

The scOls of nod government are always rotted in, fertile grotihdof

responsible ciOtnsiiip, We are not just citizens of a stOsor political sub-

division; we are Citizens of the United States.
. 4. 4

National politics' is the medium thronh which 4meriCan citizens 15n

work in building a., sttonger, happier, and 'better nation, If is through qs

Medium that we can meet the challenge of assuring one Nation indivisible,

with liberty and justice for all." . ' ,; , ,
, ,

There is no other nation on 'earth:,,,where'the individual has as many priv-.v
i(eges and as much respo4bility as has- the Ame can citizen. To realize and

this realization will: come the inspi6tion land.. t e impelling ciee to keep

appreciate ttis is the first step toward becomin responsible citizen. riot

America, as a nation, strong politically, economically, and morally.
1

ring the responsible citizen

cal, and pertain personal,

That is our job in [Mond politics.
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22 THE CITIZENSHIP CONFERENCE

through adulthood of the rights and responsibilities of democracy. It is

based upon clear understanding and purposeful skilled action in attain

ing democratiRoals. It is based on faith in the power of people to

work together toward the solution of, common problems. Democracy

seeks to provide increasingly equal opportunity for all, regardless of

race, creed, national origin, ?t social and economic status,

Educition as a major social institution is the medium through which

citizenship can be translated into loyalty to democratic ideals. EdUcation for

democratic citizenship means the practice of democracy, Education for demo-

cratic citizenship in the school means democratic pfactices in the school. Edu-

cation for democratic citizenship in the community means democraiic prac-

tices in the community, in theLhomes, churches, businesses, industries, labor

organiOtions, community agencies, patriotic and service groups, It mean,

direct iarticipation in social and civic affairs It means the training of young

citizens sith service responsibility in running for office, voting, jury duty; and

the study of our institutions.

Education for denkratiC citizenship means the deve'opment of knowl-

edge and understanding for increased participation in local, state, national,

and world affairs. If America and democracy are to come of age, it means

that we must expand our concept of the school to'include not merely the

formal periods of classroom instruction but also the training of the whole

man, the 'whole individual. It means that our schools must be directly timed

to the need for vocational guidance and aptitude. It means that our schools

must relate themselves to the need for psychiatric, assistance even on the

Ono( level. It means that our schools must indeed be la oratories for

democracy.

A generation ago Americans had a philosophy of personal and public life

which said, "Take care of number one." This idea was very simple. If every-

one devoted himself to his own success, if everyone took care of number one/

then obviously the sum total of the success of all numbers would be pros-

perity and happiness for all people, Thit ould bring an end to poverty, not

only in the United States but everywh else in the world.

How wrong we were, We were wrong and that philosophy was doomed

to failure because it rah counter to moral law in its glorification of selfishness;

failure was foretold by the teachings of the Bible. That philosophy is

w:ong because it ran counter to the democratic principles of human brother-

' d, to the declaration thit,all men are created equal, It was wrong because

it ran counter to the td nature of Americanism and America(democracy.

Our country was the first to present to the modern world coherent

political faith based upon the dignity of the individual, the equality and

fraternity of mankind,. We were the first to pattern a structure of government

and to form a society which denied selfishness as a pattern for behavior, and
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which emphasized democracy and human solidarity. This ideology,was more /,
Ipowerfdl than the arms of conquest, This ideology upset thrones in Europe

and convulsed a continent. It is now convulsing another. This ideology put

into the hearts and breasts of Colonial poop , the underprivileged, and the

subjected, a consuming desire for liberty, desire which today is emphaSized

by such rebellions as thOse in IndoCI na and Indonesia, and in the fact of

India's freedom. We never coved a battalion or a regiment, in the eighteenth

or nineteenth century, yet the idea of the Declaration of Independence pro.

duced, the doctrine of the rights of man, the equality of man, and broke the

back of oppression and the power of kings.

For a period we in the United States have forgotten the basic roots

from which this democratic idea has come. We forgot that 'to take care of
,J1

"rittitier one" is a principle Which Ins counter to the principle of human

larotherhocid and of mutual obligation one to another, which is the basis

of dembcracy.

We forgot and As we failed, Proof 9 that failure was the frustrating

depressiat followed by a terrible war.

Part of our'negleGt was translated into an indifference to political life.

Why bother with veterans hospitals, government research laboratories, pub-

lic administration, public works, or government-paid education?

Yet when depression and war came, the whole science of self government,

the whole process of government which had seemed so irrelevant and so

inconsequential to us who thought we had found the golden way, became

suddenly the center of our greatest concern. Many pf our leading citizens

who had never before given a ought to government except as a minor)11

irritant, volunteeredered or were forced to give up their business to devote

themselves entirely to government in order Jo pull us out of' economic

havoc and later in order to win a war.

Let us not repeat the errors of our generation. Instead Of 'Take care

of number one," I propose this phrase: "Take care of all," Take care of

human brotherhood; take care of democracy; take care of self-government.

By that I suggest that our young men and young women be trained
.

to qualify to spend't part of their life in some form of public .service, I

suggest that the youth of our nation be educated so that they can be qualified

to set aside a number of yurs.voluniarily for service in legislative or ex-
i.

ecutive branches in our local or national government, for service in our%

engineering, medical, administrative, social, educational, or foreign serv-

ices of our government, I am proposing that out of the best and most

productive years of each man's life he voluntarily carve a segment in which

he puts his private careet aside to serve a community and his country and

thereby his fellow men and the cause of democracy and freedom, I am

23
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proposing that throughout his life each citi-
zen Vicate himself to active political par-
ticipation. Aristotle 6nce said that the truest
definition of a complete-citizen that can be
given is probably this: that he shares in the
judicial and executive part of the govern-.
ment.

We face a crisis. This crisis is not one
which military forces alone can conquer, that
military forces alone can protect us how,
Nor is our crisis of brief duration. Our
crisis calls not only foi' $teadfSstness and
faith but for great skill in self-government.
We must summon all of our talents for
citizenship, for self-government, for public
service.

I am not urging that everyone pursue
public service in some form as a life career.
Not at all. What I do urge is citizen partici-
pation in politics. Only in this way can dem-
ocratic institutions continue to prosper and
flourish.

I have stated above that citizenship can
be a prison or a pond Citizenship can con-
fine a man within the narrow limits of the
customs and traditions of his own com-
munity, or it can make him an active, pro-
ductive, and responsible part of a political

Mabel Studebaker reh6, as president of the
National Education Association, spoke at the
closing session of .the conference/ Earle T.
Hawkins, as chairman of the Citizenship Com-
mittee of the National Education Association,
served as conference chairman and explained
the purpose and the plan of the conference to
the delegates; Harold Benjamin, chairman of
the National Edueatk_n Association's National
Commission for the)Defense" Cic Democracy
through Education, presided at the luncheon

I

entity much larger than the community with
which he has physical contact.

In the Middle AgeS, the obligations of
citizenship controlled a man's relationship
to the city in which he lived. By collaborat-
ing with a man from a neighboring city he
could bet violationPof his citizenship obli-
gations and thus/:be guilty. of treason. 4"

As modern society grew,inore cbmplex,
and as means of communication and trans-
pbrtation cut distance's and-eliminatecUron-
tiers, the concept of citizenship and respon-
sibilities of Citizenship has grown and de-
veloped. When the American colonies fed-
erated themselves and formq,d a United
States, citizens of several states expanded
their lOyalties to inclede the. new federa-
don. A Virginian was no less a Virginian
when he became an American.

Today our concept of citizenship is fur-
ther .expanded. It is further expanded be-
cause of our realization that democratic citi-
zenship is a loyalty to an ideal and not just
to a state. Democratic citizenship is a dedica-
tion to the democratic ideal, to the ideal of
human rights, civil rights, freedom from in-
security for all people.

Out of every bitter experience of
history, out of every tragedy, man learns

panel on Tueiday. Tom C. Clark, Attorney
General of the United States, who, as on6 of

hosts of the conference, spoke at the dinner
sers it on Monday night: ll7a/so B. Miller,
coma 'ssioner, Immigration and Nathralization
Servic United States Department of Justice,
was host at Saturday's session; Justin Miller,,
chairman of the Attorney General's Advirory
Committee on Citizenship, spoke at the clop

ing session of the conference.
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in his sorrow, Out of the sacrifice of two world wars we again come

back to the immortal idea of the oneness of Tan, of his essential unity, It

was ow of this conviction and out of the recognition of this eternal truth

that man, with all, of his limitations, his prejudices, and his inabilities,

created the United Nations, The United States of America is dedica'ted to

the United Nations, The world is Moving closer to one, becoming a true

United Nations. It seems likely that within the next few weep the Senate

will give' force to the Atlantic Treaty which by implication throws our lot

in with the fortunes of the nations of Europe, And while discussion of the

Atlantic Treaty is dominating our press and air waves there is even now

a most serious and specific diScussion .of European federationof the

political and economic federation of Western Europe,

Overshadowing and running through the discussion)s,4Eulopean federa

tion, alliances, and plans for internationalism, there,fis a rapidly increasing
--\

ri\phvolume o 'scussion about something called world citizenship and world .

government, e idea of world citizenship is beginning, to take form in

the minds of men everywhere, The peopV of the world are coming to

realize that they are one, that their interests are Ane, that our law must be

one. The people of the world are coming to realize and must come to realize

that if. we want a society free of she agonies of war and preparation for

war, free of devastation.and the fear of tomorrow; the6 they must accept

the principle' that every' American, every Russian, every Indonesian, every

South African is in a real though limited sense a citizen of the world, and

hence should be subject to a world law.

Democratic citizenship means .a realization that democracy is not a

fixed, a static, and an unchanging stereotypes but that it is a vital, dynamic,

and constantly growing force, Democratic citizenship must mean concern

with it community and; as our community has grown to encompass the

world, so must the concept of democratic citiienship grow to encompass

the world.
,

The idea of a world order and the United Nations is not new. It has

its own immortality. Mankind from the very beginning has sought a so.

ciety in which he can live in peace and security. The United Nations is

a summarized expression of the desire of iiinkind to liV'ein a world of

law and order. American participation in the United' Nations is proof of

the fact that America is ready to accept its world obligatilind that Amer.

ican citizens are ready to accept their responsibilities as wor1.4 citizens,

. because world law is the only ultimate hope for the survival of our ideal,

and because Americans understand that democracy is an objective as fv:

world of free and equal men who will, in their freedom, create and secure

a just and enduring society. N
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THEIR JOB IN LOCAL POLITICS

(A Digest of the Address)

ANNA LORD STRAUSS

President, League of Women Voters of the United States

G001) local government. is usually the result of many positive pre

ventative measures rather than one spectacular housecleaning"

campaign,

The slow but continuous building of good schoo`ls, good streets, ade

quate playgrounds, and a clean city hall is not something that just happens

it is the result of concern on the parr of the people who live in that corn.

munity. It is brought about by the process of turning that concern into

action,

'To many people the word ','government' is a rather vague but over

powering concept. We who are concerned with building beiter citizenship

trust find ways of showing these people that grivernment is involved in

practically every move they make every day of their lives. We must help

people to understand that government is only the body to whom they

delegate the job of Supplying services which they as individuals cannot

provide for themselves.' Government is necessary: It. will always be with

us. Making our local government the kind of government' we want is in

the hands of those of us who are citizens of each community.

First, we should learn what is going on. That Is not nearly so difficult

as it might sound. It may only mean some visits to the city council or the

town meeting, trips to schools and school bgrd meetings, a little study

of tax rates and tax rules, an inquiry here and there about expenditures,

Just' that much interest on the part of even a few people will soon be

noticed.

Second, we should get out and take part in the local elections for 01E

cers, bo'nd issues, and in action on other civic questions.

Third, we should get some other people to go along with us in our

quest for facts and our zeal for building better government.in our com

munity,

[271 L



FIRST THUMBNAIL REPORT

ROBERT A. LUKE

Anistant Director, Division of Adult Education Services,

National Education Association

ISTINGUISHED Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen: I share your regret

that be. Cunningham is unable to give the Thumbnail Report

today. Those of you who have attended previous citizenship con.

ferences know how she has dtstingui ed herself in precisely and pictur

esouelv reporting back the preceding) oup discussion sessions. As you know

from your program, we can look forward to her return tomorrow.

In the group conferences today there was deep conviction, carrying

over from the keynote speech this morning, that the problems before us

are urgent and that we must bend ourselves to our tasks without delay,

. In doing this I think we came to feel\that the participation of all of

us was significant and meaningful and that important contributions could

be made only in terms of specific problem solving,

A significant aspect of the group sessions was that the participants

first looked for common problems that ct4 across the whole area of trying

to build effective citizenship in our communities, We looked not at the

problems that affect us, or the problems that affect 'my" organization, but

at the problems that ',confront every one of us regardless of our status in

life, our the age we have attained, the experience we have brought

to the conference, or any other personal consider'ation.

After we identified the common problems we began to explore what

we might do about them, We tried to understand these problems, to diag

nose them, to ask pow can these problems exist, 'Then, with that kind of

understanding, we began to reach some concl4ions.

Many of the groups decided that politic; as a term, needs to besbrushej

up a bits It now has some unpleasant connotations and there is a respon.

sibility4pon all of us to bring back the real and the true 'significance of

the teint This must be done if we are going to make politics effective,

aincourage citizen participation in politics, and give the profession status

and importance in our communities,

I think most of us decided that all of us are in politics whenever we

join with others in triing to do a job that has civic or community goals.

We decided that politics is nor a job for others; it is a job for all of us.

In all of our groups we were deeply concerned about the problems of

citizen apathy, Why is It, we asked, that barely half of our adult population

28
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manages to get around to the voting booths at election time? One reason

given was poor electiOn laws: election laws which, in some Wes, actually

discriminate against people being able ro vote. Other reigns given were

the lack of information about the mechanics of voting and the fears that

exist that politics, graft, and corruption ate inseparable. Finally, we decided

that apathetic citizenship is a result of the lack of clear definition of, what

it means to participate in politics. Those of our groups which discussed this

topic decided that people in our communities would participate if they

had a clear understanding of their responsibilities and the opportunities

open to them and access to information as to how they can participate.

We gave a number of means of overcoming apathyin the schools,

by exercising our own leadership, and through our organizations. Let us

first look at our discussion as it related to schools, We want to see our

schools give more emphasis to local problems and local government. We

decided that we need community inservice training for our teachers so

they may bring community realism into the classroom, We decided that

the student government of schools and colleges provides good training

ground for the future politicians7-politicians .in the sense of the definition

we have given the term in this 'conference, Finally, we believe that we,

as adults, have an important contribution to make in backing up our school

officials in their efforts to deal with realistic, down-to-earth, concrete local

problems. The schools that want to make the classroom a living laboratory

for effective participation in democracy can do so only if we t hold them.

Turning from the responsibilities of school to our own r onsibilities

we said that we must be four-yeararound politicians, We said that elec

tions are not all that is of importance and that we must take the respon.

sibility 'of continuottsly'informing ourselves.
Q

We felt that as citizens we should take the initiative in trying to get

the kind_ of action which will raise the salaries and. better define the

responsibilities of public officials, particularly on the local, county, and

state levels. Some felt (but not all) that we haVe a responsibilityto
belong to political parties, to be actively identified with them, and to make

our influence count within the organized structure of American politics,

As representatives of organization?'-we discussed the need for some

")kind of community organization whereby all of us could, in the community,

do what we are doing here in

come

conference. We expressed the need to

find ways whereby we could ctme together irrespective of organizational

affiliations and irrespective of any partisan political objectives we might

have, in an endeavor to work out programs whereby we can actually make

it possible for people to gain the information, to find the understanding,

to experience the enthusiasm required to bring intelligent participation
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inb local governments, (One member of a group described this kind of

civic activity as a result of participation in the Third National Conference.)

The over-all impression that came to me from reading the reports of

the group meetings is that we feel that our basic responsibility is over-

coming citizen apathy toward political participation, But overcoming

apathy, we decided, means more than substituting enlightened self-interest

for apathy; more than acquiring information; more than, merely being

generous with our automobiles and gasoline in carrying people to the polls,

What it does seem to mean, if I interpret these reports correctly, is

understanding what is taking place in formal education and enlisting

community support for community-centered school programs. It means

working with school officials and backing them up when they need it,

It means, too, that lective citizenship is not something only for

others. It may mean our helping in placing people's names on ballots. It

may mean getting our own name on the ballot. It may mean counting

votes at election time, It may mean working within the framework of

community organizations and the constituencies we represent in trying to

give community focus to"issues and to goals, rather than only to pales

'and personalities.

On closing this report I wish to make a brief acknowledgment and to

point out an opportunity,

The acknowledgment, of course, is to express my appreciation to Dr.

Ruth Cunningham, to Dr. Mildred Fenner, to the Reports Chairmen from

every one of the groups, and to the secretarial help made available by

the headquarters staff all of those people did the many routine and hard

jobs that had to be done before this report was presented.

The opportunity is to remember that we still have two more group

discussions ahead, The opportunityand the responsibilityis to not

stay where we are, but to continue from where we are.

Today we began to limber up to where we can begin this job of problem

solving. We, made a threefold approach to our job, Briefly,, the pattern

that we seemed to have worked out was, first, to identify common prob-

lems; ,,econd, to diagnose the problems in terms of why they exist; third,

to work out, concretely, ways in which we, as.individual citizens and as

representatives of organizations, can do something about them back home,

. If we place our level of aspiration high, if we use the printed Materials

that have been made available to us, the information given in the general

sessions, and draw on our own background and experiences between each

one of the group session in preparing for the next, we can come even

more realistically to grips with problems, and report decisions that will

mark the important findings of the Fourth National Citizenship Conference,

,,
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TODAY'S CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITY

TOM C. CLARK ,
Attorney General of the United Stater

,,,,

IT is good: to be here with you tonight to meet again those with who

I have had the pleasure of working during the first three Natio
,.,

Conferencis 6n Citizenship, and to meet new participants. It is g ati.

Eying, too, to note the growth of the Conference and the increased interest

in its activities.

The tremendous challenge of this gathering is not surprising to those

of us who have been privileged to take part in its earlier meetings. I

feel that you who are attending for the first time are enthralled as you

become familiar with, its vast possibilities. We who have been active in

the work know the ood that' can grow out of this inspiring assembly of

patriotic citizens.

You have at heart the future well-being of our own country, and

the betterment of the world, or you would not be giving of your time and

thought to this undertaking.

This National Conference on Citizenship is a milestone in our demo.

erotic life. Here, people With diverse interests and from various localities

come together, representativecof the1great galaxy of American institutions.

You come to counsel on how best to translate the American heritage into

a dynamic reality for the 'common good, and to bring home to all our

people what United States citizenship really means.

As we meet, all of us recognize and accept honest disagreement; that

alone is one of democracy's strong cornerstones, We do nor fear that

honest differences of opinion mean national disunity. On the contrary, we

well know that freedom to express such disagreement is basic to a firm

and healthy democracy.

Did you ever watch a farmer make a heavy and 'strong rope? First,

he twists fine fibers of whatever material he'!has into twine. Then with a

special tool he twists several strandsTf this fine cord together. Ile doesn't

twist them in the same direction, bu't in opposite directions so that when

they double back on each other they 'spring into a tishtly wound rope. If

he twisted all the strand's in the same direction, tI4 rope would unravel

the moment it was cut.

Democracy, too, is the product of many fibers of opposing strands. Its

exponents pull in dozens :of different directions at once, but when tli;

strands are ultimately woven together, they make a strong rope of national

unity such at this Conference is endeavoring to do,

[32]
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In the words of an old proverb! "The goodness of the string is bm

the fine strands of the fiber." A democracy is just as enduring as the

peg& who make it upno mote, no less.

personal responsibility, therefore, rests upon each. of us to see that

our democracy has no vulnerable spots. Our duty is to give it vigor and

meaningto keep it vibrant and alive to expanding needs, both at home

and abroad.

Ours is the' responsibility to make de ocracy work every day of the

365 days in, the year. The duties are not va rte. We don't have to go on an

exploring expedition to discover them. They are everyday tasks, right

before us, in our homes and in our communitiesmatters not only affect-

ing the individual generally, but, also affecting the welfue of our imme

diate neighbors. As democracy is made to work in the home and in the

community, its total good effect, multiplied, will spread to national and

world horizons.

As we face the future we m'st be a generation of Americans awake

to our traditions, conscious of our local needs, aware of our world ob-

ligations and ever striving to fi a way to live in peace with all humanity.

We have a great heritage an must keep it girded with all of our

spiritual, educational, and .economic strength. When this mission is ac-

complished, vicious ideologies that seek to undermine our democratic

form of government will vanish like mist before the sun.

The ideals of democracy never die. They are as old as time itself and

everlasting. Often, however, the workings of democracy are impeded through

the neglect and abuse of its principles. People fail democracy, Democracy

never fails the people,

As indiliduals, we are the product of out inheritance, our parental

training, our religion, our education, and other association molded by

the currents of our time,

In like fashion, our nation is what it is today as a result of similar

influencesthe product of its inheritance and the wisdom of its founders.

It has been shaped by the lasting contribution of an unbroken line of

great statesmen, those "doers of great deeds and thinkers of great thoughts."

Also, by the countless millions of ordinary peoplemen and women un;

known and unsung, who form the solid foundation of every good society.

Our forefathers built wisely. Their wisdom lighted the way to the

development of our present leadership for the good of humanity,

Outlining the, aspirations of freedom-loving people, the Declaration

of Independence put the revolt against tyranny on the highest' possible

plane. Today it stands as a beacon for darkened lands.

As we study the nations of the past, we find that each bore the torch
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,

i,}if civilization along some peculiar oh of its own and contributed to the

wprld's culture and learning. Each had its ideal of power and its separate

notion of progress. BuCeach was (Elected by a central authority' which

was sustained mostly by armed force ;Depending for security only on

military might, each as ultimately overthrown by 4.stronger military power.

The American way of life has its rixits of liberty and opportunity ,in

something deep and permanentnot Oust for power. The divine rig hts

of mg were indelibly written 'into 4r sacred documents. They became

not merely a concept of government, bilt the bedrock upon which our

govelitent was established; These rights are as inseparable froin our

democi cy as is the heart of man from his body.

Ye into the Constitution, the basic law of our land, went a philosophy

of gov anent drawn from ancient and modern sourcesthe best thinking

and exrience of man since he began to make history.

Thupeace of America was not easily attained. It was forged in the

furn f hardship, danger, and death.

s our nation has demonstrated itsvillingness to expend to the

aerial and human resources that peace may reign and men may

be fr e poured forth blood and treasure in two world wars for this

noble ctife, and asked for nothing material for ourselves in return.

Wh over, liberty-JOving human beings anywhere in the world suffer

under.a, olitkal system' founded on a lack of freedom, humanity-conscious

Amer! feels, the impulse to respond to their need.

Oulresppnsibility, our destiny, is crystal clear. We Oust ever champion

the cause ofd- liberty in the world. Today, our position calls for us to serve

as a protector 'to peoples who are weak, and who, alone cannot defend their

freedoms,

The totherhood of man under the fatherhood of God and the infinite

worth 4,, dignity of the individual soul make tis all members of the

'same flrn

I/ World War II, the destruction of hAlf of a race of people

because (4 greed and hate left a charge on the conscience of America that

brute force shall never reign again! America struck against Nazi Germany1

uelly treating minorities in its black holes or torture. Likewise, today,

cannot overlook human injustice imposed 'ii dark corners Of the

fifth. The fight for human rights is not limited toldcal and national levels,

burrs on the international plane.

For example, in spite of solemn guarantee of human rights in a treaty

of peace with Hungary, fundamental rights and freedoms have been flag-

rantly violated by the communist, vernment of. Hungary in a deliberate

pattern of suppression. Freedom f political opinion has been extinguished
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through the destrUction.of opposition political parties and the establishment

of an insidious network of police. Freedom of expression has been sup-

pressed by restrictive press decrees, control of printing establishments and

newsprint, and the exclusion or expulsion of foreign correspondents. Free-

dom of public meeting on political matters has been' denied to all except

communist groups and their collaborators, And freedom of religious wor-

ship has been drastically and barbarously limited,

,There could be no clearer evidence of the need for international guar-

antees of human rights, clearly and explicitly written.

What we need is a World Bill of Rights, comparable to our precious

Bill of Rights. This is not a brand new idea. The need for a World Bill

of Rights was recommended by Thomas Je'fferson in 1787, when he said:

"A Bill of Rights is what the people are entitled to against every

government on earth; general or particular; and what no just govern-

ment should refuse

The philosophy of Thomas Jefferson was right then! It is needed now,

Stich a Bill Would enable man to live and grow under God, and 'provide

an indestructible bulwark lorthe peace and happiness of peoples everywhere.

A ray of hope is penetrating the ominous clouds that envelop some

parts of the earth. The United Nations Commission on Human Rights is

again wrestling right here in New York City with the task of drafting

an international Covenant on Human Rights, With Mrs. Franklin D.

Roosevelt as chairman, the representatives of eighteen nations are meeting

Dinner Session, Monday, May 16: Presiding, George Maurice Morris, past.

president, American Bur Association,
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at this very hour on this vital subject. We all earnestly hope and pray

for the success of this covenant otrindividual

In our search for peace, we'llint nothing of any people anywhere

except their goodwill,

I feel sure that the vast majority of the people in all countries share

our own hatred of war. I wish that .all the peoples of the world had tele

vision. Then they could see that here in the United States we have a

convincing example of how those of every race and creed can live .ind

work together in harmony,

We come from all the countries of the worldoriginating from over

120 nationalitiesfused, into one nation by our common faith in the

principles by which this country was founded, The great truth that people

so united can live together has been thoroughly tested in the laboratory

of America.

Here all the 120 reitionalities live side by side and in peace. Millions

of words, volume after volume, could be written to substantiate thi. But

to see how democracy functions, alf one needs is to go to a baseball game

in Brooklyn.

II all these groups can live together in harmony in one country, why

cant al nations live together in harmony all over the world? And there

is where education must play its determining part in world affairs.

I believe the time is nearing, if it has not already arrived, when thee

should be established a world university to which would come outstanding

students of all the countries, to be educated in an atmosphere of truth

and freedom,

I often surmise what would be the effect on future generatiOns if

enlightened men and women, upon returning home from such a university,

would assume active public roles. Who knows what untold good for the

world would result?

In sgeaking of our charters of liberty, President Truman gave us in-

17spiring words with which to rededicate ourselves to TODAY'S CHAT:

LENGING OPPORTUNITY, when he said:

". . with faith in our hearts, we shall make our land a !nippier

home for our people, a symbol of hope for all men, and a rock of

security in a troubled world,"

With God's help we shall achieve this noble goal,
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nun BURTON HOUSE

Chancellor, University. of North Carolina

R. TOASTMASTER, Attorney General, Ladies and Gentlemen: .1

am delighted to be here, I was embarrassed by my friend Carl

Hyatt when he requested me to come up and talk on such a large

topic, and I protested that I did not know enough about the world to

talk to an intelligent audienceor an unintelligent one about the world,

"Well," he said, "Bob"(we are college mates) "if we had wanted some

body to speak about the solution of the problems of the world, we would have

brought Frank Graham. We want you to go up there to illustrate the

difficulties and the size of the situation."

I should like to participate in the conference as a whole, The job of

the citizen in his community, the job of the citizen in politics, the job

of the citizen in the world todaythese almost solve the problem that I

deal with, because the things that make a person are the things that make

a community or a state or nation or world. ...
I believe that not all communication is in terms of discourse, We learn

in many ways. I have a manuscript which I have turned in to show that

I have done the proper intellectual work for this address. Now, I, too,

want to make a talk and I want to present my 'notes" to you in rough

form. They will be a part of my speech. (Dr. House, amid laughter and

applause, played three songs on the harmonica.)

Now, I am an amateur artist and a school teacher, I want to make an

artistic illustration on a pedagogical point. I love music, but I had to

study it and I would `hate to tell you how many thousands of hours I have

spent practicing on that harmonica. I believe, in all sincerity, that whether

we are talking about an easy, humble sort of thing like the enjoyment

of a little folk music on a simple instrument, or whether,.we ate 'talking

about our homes, our schools, our churches, our culture, our citizenship

as a whole, or of the entire world as we try to extend our genuine neigh.

borhood'in a world which is now arbitrarily a small community, we would

do well to hear in mind that the only extension of neighborhood is through

the genuine positiveness of love, as it nerves our minds to study; of

thought, 'as it illuminates our minds; and of action, as it integrates our

love and thought.

I believe with all of my soul that where we ge,t into trouble is by

overestimating our powers in this sort of spiritual, intellectual, moral, and

[37]
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pohucal growth. ind the Nemesis of it is that we fall into hate, confusion,

frustration, Sc) many times.

It is so easy in the delightful atmosphere of pis conferencewe are

all mote or less of one mindto go through the beautiful exhibit of litera

tore and other teaching devices. It is like an ordered mind with a subject.

matter laid out, beautifully expressed and easily understood.

That is not the problem of the average American citizen in the world

today. The problem of the average citizen'in the world today is back in

his own self, which is disintegrating by disease, by ignorance, by hate.

It is a far more explosive problem than the ;itomic bomb. It lies in the

quality of the culture and the conversation in his home with his wife and

children and with his friends. There is the area in which fundamental

attitudes are created, developed, and expanded,

It is in such things as these that we begin our work'as average citizens

trying to increase our neighborhood to include the world. It might help

under the idea of responsibility and task, to ask what are we mainly

responsible to, in America? What is the task that grows out of that

responsibility?

I would unhesitatingly say that we shouldlieel and practice and propa-

gate the sentiment that we are responsible to God. That, of course, has

been said, but I mean a sentiment that inspires our hearts should be

followed through with our minds. We are not, studying religion enough,
6 /

and so much of the indifference to religion comes out of an ignorake of

the Jewish, the Catholic, the Protestant tradition out of which America

came, out of which the Western World camethe ideals, the sentiments,

the purposes, that are the salvation of the world today.

I am not speaking in terms even of the great religious families, I am

not speaking in terms of any denomination whatsoever, I am trying 'to

say that we should grasp what Alfred North Whitehead brings to us (it

is hard to read but tremendously important to understand)--that God is

that unity by which we'understand each other as individuals, by which we,

as communities, can be tied together, the only means by which our spirits

may expand and enrich and deepen to embrace the problems of the senti-

ment even of a world neighborhood,

And then one of our greatest historians, Arnold J. ToObee, puts the

problem this way;, Of course we recognize that economic and political

order is the first necessi, as we look out on the world today. But that

sort of order waits' on a governMental order, so that we may, indeed, have

an atansphele ithd a means by which we may work together. But world

government waits on the conquering of those selfish attitudes, those ex-

plosive attitudes, which drive people apart, in their purposes and then
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ihng, them together in warstwo of which our owo generation has had

to Weather,

He said it all waits on that universal church, not in any denominational

sense whatsoever, but that spirit by which men, women, and children may

be schooled exactly in love, in thought, action, love of God, with all of

our minds, souls, and strength, the love of our neighbor even as we decently'

love ourselves, .,

Yet, though that is the tradition of America, though that is the form

off America, though there is no fundamental difference of opinion with

that idea, we give lip service to that sort of thing in America. There ought

nut to he sixty-five million-Americans with no affiliation with any religious

organization whatsoever. And it is well known kr most of us, as laymen,

within our own churches are absentee and lazy members,

I firmly believe that the bedrock must be laid before we can rear any

structure of citizenship that can possibly reach to world proportioni

My second point is that I think it shouli he emphasized that we are

responsible under God for America. Of course, we are responsible,as citizens

to our own country. I have in My mind and heart no place for the traitor,

however he may be called, whose allegiance is elsewhere. But we are not

consideOg that, tonight,

The positive thing in responsibility is to love America, to study and

know America; know her history and traditions, know her structure, know

her government, and know America in her relations with the world

(that is no easy task)and then, politically, as has been mentioned, to

follow through on that knowledge. We have an educational task of no

mean proportions. I endorse everything that Mr, Luke said about our

schools. I endorse everything that, could be said about the importance of

our schools, our colleges, our universities. That is my work. That is where

my life is dedicated.

I noticed in this morning's paper that we have nine million citizens

who are either illiterate or so rudimentary in their ability to read, to

write, to speak, that they cannot handle even the beautifully simple 'or-

ganization of material which we have exhibited in this conference, But

I am not concerned much with absolute illiteracy in America. That is not

our chief danger. Our danger is functional illiteracy. I mean by that, men

and women who have been schooled, who do know how to read, to write,

to speak, and who do not read anything other than the headlines; who

write not at a l l except "Yours of the last date received," and so on; and

whose speech etrays them as being under an emotional tension and an

intellectual starvation that is disastrous.

We must get fundamentally back, I have heard in so many conyersa.
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riot's, programs and plans of actions suggested for parts of the earth about

which the speakers could neither call the names nor give the history, or

anything concrete about them whatsoever,

But I would go deeper There are millions of our citizens who con.

cider the radio, as vonderful, an instrument as it is, a substitute for reading;

who consider the movies a substitute for reading hooks, While they are

wonderful, they are not in any sense of the word devices for feeding the

mind and extending our nut' in time and spaCe in a way to ,compare

with a book. We have to feed our minds more. I would put it this

If we had more passion for history, we would indulge in less hysteria!

I will say, also, that, as wonderful as the radio or the movies or the

newspapers may be, each and all of them, we need some critical appercep-

tion of these devices, The newspapers by nature are controversial and

excitable, That is all right; we will never stop thai, But the citizen..reading

the newspaper should have some grounding in history, in social science,

that would give him a basis of criticism,

Have you 'ever taken' even one of the great ppers which is giving an

account of something which you yourself know exactly? And have you

not noted how many inaccuracies there are where you yourself really know

the factsqhat is a significant thing,

And that the unctuous voice of the radio commentator, His facts may

be sound; I do not know, But his interpretations are frequently diabolical!

And there is no protection from that except a point of critical apperception

in the mind of the hearer-2--and that is 'our job,

Then, not to belabor ourselves too much, I want to make this point:

I am absolutely certain that we Americans know how to work and know

how to fight. We .hale proved that twice in one generation, and, tinder

God, we can prove it again. But I am not sure that we know how to play.

When we use the word ''play" in America, it has a connotation of triviality

and dissipation.

And that is the.effect of so much of our play, rime. Read the headlines

after a holiday and you will know that nine-tenths of the ,tragedies in

America occur when people are at leisure looking for a good tilne and

not knowing where to find it.

I firmly believe that more artistic, ,more musical, more literary, more,

philosophical depth and enjoyment of culture is a sort of food that our

bored and tense and scared minds needand need desperately. I think the

mood of innocent enjoyinent, I think the ability to conduct a civilized

conversation is a thing of the past. I am despairing of hearing many more

conversations. I hear a. lot of noise. bet a dozen Americans around a

dinner table and you will have six conversations going on at the same
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rime, We seem to be incapable of sustained thought together.

And if we cannot do it for fun, hm(cati we do it for Work on behalf

of the whole world? I could go deeply into this, but I believe I have in-

dicated what I mean,

Just one final point: I believe that if we had more reverence for

representative government, if we knew the distinction between "repre-

sentative government" and 'direct dembcracy" in our thinking, we would

do more good at the level of world affairs, People in one nation do not

very successfully speak to people in anothet nation in direct terms, Nations

speak to nations. And we have to speak through our representatives. I

believe that we should inculcate in ourselves, in our children, in our students,

more reverence,

We should have reverence, in the first place, for our elected representa-

tives, Each one of us votes for a Congressman, for two Senators, directly

for the President. There are appointive officers, there are policies that the

Congress, the President, the Judiciary Department( have direct authority

over. Sometimes we bypass this in our thinleing and expect by group action,

and particularly by pressure groups, to run Congress or the President that

way.

I make bold to say that I want a representative who will play the man,

whether he takes my opinion or not, I would much prefer to have a
Congressman or a Senator who will use his best judgment when he has

really studied what is before him, whether he agrees with me or not,.than

to be successful at any time in a pressure group that would put over

what I think to be a good thing.

I do not have his point of view, Now, you may say that we would.
have more respect for our Representatives, our Senators, if they were more
worthy of respect. I grant that, But what we forger is the other half of
that idea. If we had more respect for them they would ultimately become

more worthy of4respect,

We are, I think, an irreverent sort of people in America. We pretend

too facilely to cynical knowledge of the make-up of our responsible leaders.

We do not possess that knowledge any more than we possess the con-

strative knowledge. My hat is off to the politician, to the man whO takes

enough interest in our country to run for office and get elected,

I want to get the best. I rejoice that North Carolina, having had a

chance, sent her best to the United States Senate, I am not trying to praise

an individual, I am rejoicing in a social and political phenomenon; it may

mean something.

I bC;(.'ve that, whether other countries of the world are as truly repre
sentative as we are, or not, they must speak tiirough their representatives.
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I bglieve that I am not responsible for the world, I would rather put it that

I am "responsive" to the world. This thing of world peace, world order,

world government, is a mutual affair, When we say that we are responsible

for the world, that way lies madness!

Germany felt very responsible for the world. Before World War II

a Dane remarked that the Germans were good neighbors until they began

to think about who was going to rule the worldand then they promptly

went crazy,

I do not want Americans to begin to go crazy about their responsibility

for the world. I would rather for them to be diligent and intelligent and

religious in their responsiveness to all men,'anywhere, who, themselves,

have a decent selflespect, who work through their homes and communi-

ties, their states and their nations, to the level where they may join hands

with us. I believe that sort of thing is genuine.

I come back to my fundamental thesis, in closing. I believe that only by

genuine love, thought, action, in the self, in society, and under God, do we

extend ourneighborhood in this 'world at all. And that when we fool

ourselves by over-reaching ourselves in our pride and hastebecause we

are an impatient peoplewe are asking for what we get: hate, confusion,

frustration,

ire recognize that political information is inip ortant,,but net

. deplore the lack of reliable information about people and affairs

abroad that' is available on a level that can he understood by

average American citizens, Ifir therefore recommend that;

a. A greater emphasis be placed upon personal correspondence

between American citizens and the citizens Of foreign nations,

b. Increased attention be given to exchalige of personnel in

schools and colleges, social welfare work, and industry,

c, Greater use be made of the information services provided by

the United Nation( and its specialized agencies,

Discussion Group 14
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0
UR beloved country. is a composition of the world's peoples, and

in this lies her almost mystical strength, We, her children, arc

tied together, not by any philosophy of blood or common ethnic

traits, but by an. ideathe idea of individual freedom, of liberty under

Jaw, of justice before which all men stand equal.

It is this idea of individual freedomso aptly portrayed by the ma

nificent Statue of Liberty here in New York harborthat, like an un:

quenchable thirst, drives the peoples of the earth to seek admittance at

our doors, You and I know their longing, we know how easily the pathway

to their heart's desire can be barred by false moves made under the guidance

of those who seek only their own material gain.

Our job is not only to prevent this sort of thing, but, within the con-

fines of the law, to assist those who qualify for admission to find their

proper niche and become contributing members of our citizenry.

We are justly proud of the contributions that have been made to our

culture and econo y by those who through the years have joined us from

foreign lands. Th ' ike our own ancestors, came seeking bright new hori-

zons of opportunity or i haven from tyranny and persecution, and stayed

to enrich with their own, the blood stream, of this spiritual reality that is

America.

On October 30 of last year, I was in the Attorney General's party

which flew up to New York to greet the first boat load of displaced persons

arriving in this country. In presenting the President's' greetings to them,

General Clark called them "The Pilgtimof 1948."

And that is what they and the others who are following them are. To

quote our great. President, Harry S. Truman, "We have thrived on the

\ \ energy and diversity of many peoples. It is a source of our strength that

we number among Mr people all religions, faiths, and national ,origins."

The "Pilgrims of 1948," as were the Pilgrims of. the 1600's, are Pro.

testant, Ciitholic,, and Jew, and come from all walks of lifefarmers,

domestics, doctors, They, like the rest of us, will get out of their life here,

that which they put into it, They are taking on the great responsibility of

proving to the world that America's confidence in them was not misplaced.

They canand I am certain willcontribute much to America.
,..

[43)
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We are, it is true, the strongest, wealthiest, most powerful people in

the world. But to combine wisdom with powerto stay. level-headed, to

keep our perspective, and yet to move steadily forward in strengthening

out democratic processesthat is the challenge and the acid test of good

American citizenship.

It is not without purpose that our children give daily in school the

"Pledge of Allegiance" to these United States of America.

On Armistice Day all over our country, great machines stop, cities

pause in their mad rush, school children cease their work, the very coun-

tryside seems to hush, as for two minutes the whole nation lifts its heart

to God in silent prayerprayer of consecration for its noble dead, of

thanicsgiviv for each year of peace.

That is right! It is good! ti

But I am looking forward to the day when by Congressional action a

time will be designated during "1 Am an American Day" ifor the whole

nation to pauseWhile each American, whether at an observance or else-

whk, ,oluntatily in the presence of God and each other, renews his

allegiance, so that all the world may know that a free people who may

disagree and express their differences are, at the same time, loyal to the

country that preserves for them their liberties

America is strong because many races and religions, many voices and

many features, have been blended into her democracy. We are proud that

our ideal works because it is grounded in human tolerance and friendli-

ness and faith. We have learned that only by a rational analysis of the

things for which we lue willing to live and die and by protecting the

tights of the individual, which ake the very heart of our democracy, may

we realize our common purpose as a nationour joint brotherhood, our

joint dedication, under God, to the freedom of men.

Today let us,,kope that we here assembled will strengt n yet more

this bastion of fre@om, that we will through our joint efforts ke possible

in the days to come a continuing enrichment, of America's blood stream

a continued growth of her spiritual and moral fibers.

Provincialism takes in geographic, racial, cultural, intellectual,

economic, religious areas of life.

Discusson Group 13
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WHAT SHOULD WE DO ABOUT THE

C1MMUNIST THREAT IN ASIA?

(Introduction to the 560th Broadcast of AMERICA'S TOWN

MEETING, May 17, 1949)

iWoderator George V. Denny, Jr speaking;

Good evening, neighbors. We are

happy to be presenting tonight's program in cooperation with the Fourth

National Conference on Citizenship sponsored jointly by the Department

of Justice and the National Education Association which is meeting here

in New'York this week, We are happy to welcome so many delegates to

this Conference here in our audience tonight.

Participants in the Town Meeting Program,' May ,I7: Harold Isaacs, foreign

correspondent of Newsweek; H. R. Knickerbocker, newspaperman and

correspondent for International, News Service; George V. Denny, Jr president,

The Town Hall, Inc.; John M. Vorys, United States Congressman from Ohio;

Singh, native of India and president of the India LeagUe of America,

AMERICA

NON
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Sllnimario of the Dismsion:

CONGRESSMAN VORYS; We must help the people. of As overcome

communism and imperialism with, the third way--the American `way of

the open door of independence and interdependence, mutual aid, and respect.

Communism in Asia is world communism, Spreading by lies,' rem r.

force, and violencea threat to our .own security. It must V .stopped .byby
,

forceeconomic, moral, military force. We Must help stop it by aiding.

those who are struggling against it, for their cause is our cause,..,

MR, ISAACS: There is no military solution to this, problem any more

than there is to the broader world problems .that Assail Us..lf 'v'e are driven

to the point of military struggle, then we have been defeated, whatever.

the outcome. We have to use the time tliat:.retins to learn how to de-,

velop a bold and revolutionary spirit in aorldnflairs, o help put an end

to the national barriers that are strangling Europe do the,tine hand,' and

to help the peoples of Asia shape a new kind of life for thernselves on

the other. This is the only way to buck communist, tOtalgrianism. . .,

MR. KNICKERBOCKER', This is the one thing that I'd, like to hale re. ,
,

membered, and our survival depends upon our realizing it,: that the'

communists put bullets first, ballots next, They use, bullets on everyone.
. ,

who would use ballots against them. Then they give
,,

the,..survivors

,

the ballots,

Let's give the free peoples of Asia arms,
.

leadership, moral support,
1

and economic backing to defend themselves now against communist im

perialism. Save China, and Asia will be sa9ed. ifs not ton late: to save z,

;
China. It is not too late to prevent World.War III. -

'
i :

..
MR. SINGH!' 1 come from a country where a.great Man, a' great teacher, ..

lived until about 15 months ago. I an referring' to Mahatma ,Gandhi P.'

Among other things,-Gandhi taught us to' respect the means to the end.'

He told us never to give up principles just to achieve an end, 'because then,

the end itself is likely to be destroyed,
i . '. ,i

Let us by all means fight this accursed communist totalitarianism, bue

let is not adopt its unclean methods. Let us stand by the true principles'

of democracy and wage a fight with a full and dimit belief "that 'truth will

succetd in the end,
1,

,
.

Single copies of the full broadcast ca be ordered at 10c each from

Town Hall, Inc., Town Hall, Box 56, News York f6, N. Y. ,

.,.
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SECOND 'THUMBNAIL REPORT

Cq

RUTH CUNNINGHAM

Associaie Professor, Teachers College, Columbia Unitarily

Antis and Gentlemen of the Fourth National Conference on Citizen.
ship: This is the second report from you to you, highlighting the

accounts of our thinking together during our meetings this morning.
On one thing we are all agreed: That this business of developing

world citizenship is not a matter of 'Wouldn't it be nice if we did?" It
is a matter of "We must!"

Developing world citizenship is not an easy matter. We all know.. that
there are problems, of course. The impoitst thing is that we do not let
these problems get us down, but, rather, that we identify them and list
them, analyze them and face them squarely, so we can see our way clear
to constructive action.

. These are some of the problems we have identified in our small groups:
Petty and trivial as it may sound, "name,calling" is one of our big prob.
!ems. Honest, democratic, social action sometimts is interpreted by "re-
spectable people" as "communistic."

Fear is another one of our (rotbles. Feat leads us to do foolish things,

sometimes. Sometimes we are afraid of people. Keeping people outout
of out organizations, out of our neighborhoods, out of our countryis not
going to solve the problem. The American tradition is to welcome the
friendless and oppressed. Let us practice it through establishing legislation

to reflect this great American tradition.

Confusion of thought is another one of our barriers. One group tells

us that Americans should realize that some of the rest of the world resists

us, not because of t tir democratic ideals, but because our economic prac-

tices are not always in line with our democratic idealism,

The feat of minority groups that they will be deprived of economic

necessities becatise they are. "different" must be 'removed from act as well
as deed and word.

Let us nor get the idea that we cannot be loyal to community and

.country while being citizens of the world. These various loyalties should

reinforce each other. And being "world-minded" does not mean that every-

one needs to think alike and believe the same things.' We do not expect
that in our home towns; why should we expect it in'our world communities?

Let us he informed. The implementation services of the United Nations
can be of great help. One group suggests: Let us break down

P

our problem

[471
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f world, responsibility into small pieces which people can understand;

also, let us start early in life so the children grow up understanding world

problems. Another group reports that the State Department prepares

monthly written and radio interpretations of State Department policy in

terms we can all understand.

Identification and analyses are important, lof course, but they are not

enough. We dust be prepare/J:1 to move into constructive action. These are

some of the suggestions that have come from our groups: knowing people

2 helps. Some people seem to think that they areloo usy taking care of them.

selves to help anybody else. Let us help them to'iealize that they are not

only leading narrow lives for themselves but the are helping to make a

narrow world, Everybody needs us and we need 'everybody.

Let us write letiers..We may never know howimportant exchange cor-

respondence between United States citizens ankother countries can be,

Let us exchange personnel with other countriestsidents, teahers, wel-

fare workers, people in business and industry. lo

One way to become acquainted, according to ))n group, is to invite

people from other countries, particularly from '',Ithel United Nations, to

spend a weekend in the community as guests in:our homes. We get to

know them and they get to know us.

We recommend, says another group, that business and general organizations

admit to membership and encourage full participation in all activities on

the basis of individual abilities regardless of race, nationality, or religion.

As we learn to know people they learn to know us. We become am-

bassadors.at4arge of the United States of America Let us make sure that

we and our representatives abroad conduct ourselves so as to reflect credit

on our country. Knowing people helps, butivorking with them toward

'mutual goals may be even more important. ::..., .,

One group suggests that citizens of the Utited States can increase their

information and effectiveness in world affairs b),,' affiliating themselves with

organized groups of likeminded interests it other parts of the country

and 'in other parts of the world. We should tiel4 common interests around

which we can organize activities in which :Members of diverse national

and cultural groups in this Country can participate.

Some groups suggest drives, such as the Aed Cross and cancer drives.
,

Of course, one action front is education. We in 'education are going to

have to lift our eyes from the narrow pages of a bookbounid:curticuluin

and help our students to see; think, and feel as students of the world. But
.

education through schools is not enough. Educatio0s everybody's business
,

in lodges, unions, organizations, service groups, and clubs of all kinds,

And let us nor overlook the tremendous educational influence of radio,
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film's, television, and the press. And, by the way, let us insist that we get
our facts straight. However, rather than slapping their fingers when people
do not do as we like and do not give us the facts straight, let us pet behind
them and help, Let us let those in authority know that we want world.

minded information and worldthinded citizens.

Incidentally, while we are about it, let us not overlook the hum'an

sources that many of us have close at hand. HOW about the travel experience
of the men and women who have been in the armed forces? Edtiotion
cannot Stand alone: It needs the support of strong and sound legislation

which will make it possible for us to practice what we preach.

Regional, state, and local conferences similar to this conference, suggests
one group, will help people think through their problems. And they insist
that in such conferences we have small groups such as those in which we
have been meeting,

.

One group sums up the whole area this way: Until each individual,

young and old, opens his mind and his heart in an earnest endeavor to know,
understand, and appreciate other people as individuals and as groups, the
world around, and refrains from enforcing his opinion on others, we
cannot hope to get along, with ourselves or with other people.

To repeat: The one thing on which we are all agreed is that this busi
ness of developing world citizenship is not a matter of, "Wouldn't it be
nice if 'we did?" It is a matter of "We must!" And we are doing it, too.

Legislation should be teamed with education.

Labels should be avoided in the interest of community co-

operation,

Intercultural understanding as an approach to international un
derstanding was particularly stressed, . World understanding
must begin at, home.

Discussion Group 2
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A person who participates actively and intelligently on the

local level will inevitably be a better citizen in politics and in

the larger, international aspect,

Discussion Group 12

The Luncheon Panel; Presiding, Harold Benjamin, dean, College of Education,

University of Maryland. Reading, left to right; Ed P. Phillips, president, Richmond

Citizens Association: Arthur L. Thexton, associate professor of political science,

University of Bridgeport; Charles S. Johnson, president, Fisk University; Ruth

Cunningham, associate professor, Teachers College, Columbia ,University, and
thumbnail reporter for the conference; Angelo Patti, author, coOlting educator,;

and honorary sponsor for the four national conferences on, Citizenship; Yarold

Benjamin; Richard Barnes Kerman, executive secretary, National Commisiiort

for the Defense of Democracy through Education; National Education Asiocia.

lion; H, Roland Frickenhaus, member, National Board of ,Dire ctoriUnited States

Junior Chamber of Commerce; Mrs, Jesse M. Bader, member','Rectitive

puttee, United Council of Church Women; Mitchell Sviridofl, president, 'Con.

necticut Industrial Council, C10; Ernest 0, dean, School of Education,

Neiljork University; Emily Selling, vice chairman, Young Adult Council,

tion4 Social Welfare Assembly; George E. Amman, national patriotic in

structor, Veterans of Foreign Wars,

,

RESPONSIBLE AMERICAN CITIZENS

Their Job in the Community



THE CINCINNATI STORY

ARTHUR L. THEXTON

Associate Professor of Political Science, University of Bridgeport

UNTIL about a year and ahalf ago I was just a businessman in Cin.

cinnati, Since that time I have been studying. So you might

say that I am in my postindustrial and preprofessorial period:

I have now had the pleasure and rather peculiar feeling of being introduced

as a pibfessor, which is really quite something new.

i The Cincinnati Story is a very heartening story. and I think an interest.

ing one, not primarily for its success, but for its continuity. It has often

been slid, and facts will usually bear it out, that reform political parties

may be born, but they will usually die in infancy. And they have.

Tne City Charter Committee,.or the Chatter, as it is now known, is

more than a quarter of a century old. This makes it, I think, without any

question the only continuing successful reform political party id the history

of American municipal politics. I should like to give you a quick picture

of what happened, within the time limit which has been set.

The Charter Party was born in 1924, and upon the typical basis of a

reform party in the city. There was an extremely bad local situation. The

machine in this case happened to be a Republican machine, but, as you

well know, it makes very little difference what kind it isa machine is

a machine.

The city was in an extremely 'bad condition. The financial condition

was bad; everything was bad, as it usually is when teform movements are

born.

First, the new Charter was adopted in 1924 by an overwhelming vote

of two and one-half to one. Then came the iime of the decision: Should

the City Charter Commission, originally formed for the purpose of getting

a new charter in the city, become an advisory organization, an endorsing

organization, or retreat into the background and say, "The job is now done.

We have reform, and we trust the substance will follow," Or should it

become a politically active organization? The details of the history of that

decision are interesting, but, again, they do not fall within the limits of

the time. Let us only say that the Commission did become a political or..

ganization, a political party.

The basis was the usual basisthat citizens who believed in good

government were anxious to see men elected to office who would imple.

ment the Chimeric was a fusion movement built on the basis of a weak
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Democratic party which existed, and the independent Republican group.

I might say, on the matter of basis, that I would also attribute its success

in future years to these elements; In the first place, to the Women of Cin.

cinnati who bore by far the largest share of the political burden during

the following years.

In the second place, to the young peoplean important factor and an

important point to realize, because I am told so many times that young

people do not find an interest in this type of effort. It is not true, and

our experience in Cincinnati proves the young people carry a great deal

of the burden all the way down .thmugh the years.

In the third place, the same experience which you so often have, hap.

pened herethe busiest men gave the most time. Jr is never the people

who have time to do things that you can get to do a job, It is always the

people who are already too busy, who will do it. But we did have a corps

of lawyers and businessmen who carried the ball right from the beginning

and who did a wonderful job.

We also had, fortunately in the beginning, a fairly good press report.

Out of three newspapers we had the very vigorous support of one, and

the somewhat grudging support of the other two.

And then another factorand I will speak about this in greater detail

if I have more timethe people said they stopped being afraid of a

political machine. It is a strange thing, but there seems to exist always

the idea that a 'machine is insurmountable. Any time it is suggested that

a political machine be opposed, it is felt some dire consequence will follow.

This is usually pretty fictitious. There are some circumstances under

which an existing, entrenched machine can bring some pressures to bear;

but usually it is a fictitious fear, and in this case it was. Once it was dis-

missed from the people's minds, it no longer existed. Here is what hap.

pened, to give you quickly the story:

A ticket was run in 1925 and 1926 called the Charter ticket. And the

lineup; in Cincinnati, ever since that time, has been the Charter versus the

Republican organization. In 1925 six men were elected to the Council;

again in 1927 and again in 1929 they were elected. In the beginning the

vote was about 65 percent Charter and 35 percent organizational Republi

cans. Then we began to see the picture which is always predictedthat

soon after the first flush of great enthusiasm is over, people will gd back

to their homes and offices and the machine will again come into control.

To some extent this is true in Cincinnati, but the Charter stayed in

power for twelve yearsup until 1937. They were really in power for

ten, and then, through a coalition which was a little complicated, for two

more years. In other words, in power for twelve years and then defeated.
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The voting having gone down from 65 percent to a little less than 50

percent, it continued to go down. The ortnization came back into power

and the Charter vote dropped steadily, ultil it went down to 33 percent

in 1911. And this is the thing which defies all the Newtonian laws of

politics: The trend turned back upward, and in 1913 we got 40 percent

of the vote; in 1945 we received 47 percent of the vote; and in 1947,

Having been out of power for ten years, the Charter again won a municipal

election anti elected five out of nine councilmen,

The lessons for the maintenance of the Charter as a vigorous political

entity during those ten years of defeat are obviously somewhat diverse,

I should like to speak of one factor which we found tremendously

portant. That was proportional representation. P. R., which has been in

effect in Cincinnati ever since the beginning, has been opposed by the

organization for fairly obvious reasons.

There have been three special electionsin 1933, in 1936, and again

in 1942. In two of those the party was defeated by an unbelievably close

margin, but the last time by over eighteen thousand. It is the feeling of

everyone connected with the Charter movement that P, R. has been a

tremendously valuable factor, in maintaining the minority as an entity.

Not so much in winning the elections. We would have won the elections

under any voting system. But the maintenance of a vigorous minority dur-

ing the years of defeat was unquestionably, due to P. R. I do not have

the time now, but if anybody would like to tangle with me on the issue of

R. I shall be very glad to meet you in the text room.

Now, I should like to speak of one other factor in Cincinnati, and that

is the strictly amateur standing of the organization, This is extremely

portant from several points of view. In the first place, it is important be.

cause we must realize that being amateurs is not a great drawback.

When you '.get into politics, which, as you can guess, I was during

many of these years, you find that the opposition is not nearly as tough

as you thought it was. You find that the, men on the other side are not

extremely skillful; they are often very stupid: They do, however, do the

work. They go about their business. They know all the people. They have

theorgaiiization, and they spend a lot of time with it:

We did not find them of any great ability, but we did find that 'they

did the work. And we find that amateurs can compete with them very

successfully.

The other important factor about. being amateur is the fact that, when

you are defeated 'and you no longer have anybody in office, and if your

oiliceifolders did not have the strength of your ioriginal organizers, you

have1ost.nothing. You did not get anything out of it when you were in
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power, and you do not get any less out of it when you are in defeat.

Because of your amateur standing, because of your continuing interest

in the principles of good government, you have lost nothing and you just

simply keep on working. After a while you find the means of winning

again. I almost think this discovery of maintaining amateur standing in

politics comes under the heading of "contributiokm political theory, ."

Now, in this brief moment, let me, if I can, draw a few conclusions

from these twenty.five years of reformpolitical success and defeat, but

on the whole most remarkable success. I would draw them as follows:

In the first place, the acceptance of the concept of being political, of

being politically active and effective, I find this extremely important, I
recently attended a conference of people interested in good government,

and I should like to mention two things that happened there,

One man was telling of the work of an organization in the Middlewest,

in the field of international affairs, Jr is an excellent organization and has

done a wonderful job in educating the people in its community in inter

national problems. Toward the end of his speech he said, 'But we cannot

wait for an informed citizenry; our time is itmediate. In this Atomic Age

we have to elect now. The first thing we have to do is to elect to Congress

men who are informed, internationalminded, men who are not isolationists,

men who can do something for us; otherwise we may all be dead before

we are educated."

At the end of his speech the question 11 asked from the floor, "Well,

since you feel that our position is so urgent, may I ask what did your

organization do a year ago when you had running from your state one of

the worst examples of bigoted, isolationistic senatorhood in the United
States?"

He flushed slightly and said, "Well, of course that is true, but we did

not take any position because we have always felt that we should not be

The other episode that happened was that a woman was telling a very

heartening story about the development of a community organization in a

small city. She told about perfectly wonderful plans for the physical de

velopment of the town by the group, At that point someone said, "How

does your city .council feel, and how are you aiding them?"

"Well," she said, they seem to he opposed and we do not like to be
political,"

These are excellent organizations, but the net results, added up, make.
zero,

The second point is that I Milk we have to get rid of the dictum that

all divisions in local affairs have to be dictated by elephant and donkey;
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that Republican-Democrat is the only division that you can make in local

matterswhich 1 do nor believe to be true.

The third is that, without in any way deprecating the work that has

been done under the words 'non-partisanship," I very much advocate

partisanship in behalf of gnod government.

The next is the amateur standing, which I spoke of before.

.:The next is the realistic appraisal of our opposition as well as of our

selves.

And the next, which is perhaps the most important, is that any organ-

ization, to be 'effective in this field, must get its roots down far into the

people; whether they are grass or sidewalk roots, they must go well down

into the people.

I should like to quote something, in conclusion, to how my academic

standing, of Alexis de Tocqueville, when he was writing 114 years ago,

in what I think is still the greatest book on American democracy.

He said, "They found their strength in American democracy in three

things: First, in the federal form of government. Second, in the inde-

pendence of their judiciary. And third, in those municipal associations

which impart to the people a love for freedom and a knowledge of the

art of being free."

The group attempted to define the minimum political activities

of a responsible American citizen, They included: keeping himself

thoroughly informed on basic social irsttes[ participating in group

g., neighborhood) discussions on public mallets: and voting

intelligently, not just for the sake of toting.

Discussion Group 15
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THE RICHMOND STORY

ED P. PHILLIPS

Paresident, Richmond Citizen( Al.mciation

EV IoM. months.ago 1 had an opportunity to accept an invitation to

attend a world conference in Europe. We had a delightful flight

up to Gander. We took off in, late evening from Gander and after

flying for several hours, about four hundred miles our, I noticed a difference

in the feel of the plane. The vibration, all at once, was different. I felt in

my heart that something was wrong.

Then the steward came out. As he passed my chair I looked up and

as he.looked at me, he said "We are in trouble."

I said, I thought o. How far out are we?"

"About four hundre

I said, "How long will it take to get back?"

''About two hours."

I said, "How bad is 'it?"

"We are not sure; we have motor trouble and we cannot make it!"

Well, friends, that was a pretty bad feeling, to' be twenty thousand

Peer up in the air over the Atlantic Ocean. I am not kidding you, but I

am delighted that it happened to me, and for this reason; I had, an oppor
'tunity of taking inventory of myself. And do not think for one moment

that is not a good place to take inventory! That ocean was pretty deep,

'and twenty thousand feet is pretty high, But my sense of value's changed,

and that is what I wanted to tell you about, Tben- I am going to take you

to my home town, Richmond, Virginia.

Things were different. The things that were important to me before

were not too- important then. I thought of my family, my wife, my children,

my' mother, my friends, my church, my school, and my country. They were

the important things, Not how many dollars I had in the bank, how much

inventory I had. That was not at all impottant any more.

Well, we got back It was a long, long trip.and when we landed all the

equipment was out ready for a crack-up. We repaired the motors and went

io Europe.

I am glad that I had that experience. I am glad, too, that I had a

chance to see some of the conditions in Europe. It is not a beautiful picture

and there is a lot that can be done by the American people. A lot is being

done, but more can be done. You heard something about that the other day,

Well,.as you see Italy, France, England, and the suffering over there
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little girls of six, seven, and eight years of age with their little legs not much
larger than your thumbit gets close to your heart, It makes you stop and
think of what can happen 'when things go wrong insidef that is what

happened in Richmond.

Old man apathy crept in, and he hit some very effective punches there,

For example, our voting habits got bad. People lost interest in the affairs

9f the city and affairs of the state and affairs of the nation, They did not

Me any more, All they were interested in was one thingmaking that
almighty dollar,

Then things !carted happening in Richmond. For example, in one of
our elections prior to 194). with a city of almost a quarter of a, million

people, we elected Ilknayor of our city with less than three thousand votes,

when we had 2975 city employees, Let me repeat that: We elected a mayor
of our city of almost a quarter of a million people, with less than three
thousand votes, when there were 2975 city employees!

Welt you draw your own conclusions as to .where our problem was.
People -- businessmen, nurses, doctorsI could quote some figures if time

permitted; they were not interested, The small businessmen in all elections

participated less than 2 percent. That is shocking. Nurses participated less

than onehalf of 1 percent. Big businessmen participated less than 50 percent.

,.The firemen voted 97 percent, and city employees averaged almost 90

percent.

Well, something had to be done and Dr. Douglass Freeman, editor of

our Richmond paper, started the fireworks with an editorial. He challenged

tilt people of Richmond to do something about itand they did. They got

together. One of our local clubs decided it was 'lime to call all the civic

organizations together, the Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, League of Women Voters,

and Negro organizations, the churches, the schools, the children, the Boy

Scouts, They did not stop; this was a fight not fur at one organization, not

for any one person, but for everybody. We had a vision, and we had a
vicious enemy to fight and to lickold man apathyand he was pretty
powerful. His waistline was pretty big and his hat was pretty high.

Most of you know the story. With all those organizations together we

formed what was known as the Richmond Citizens Association, Things

started happening from there on out, and much was done. There were two

basic things we were interested ingood citizenship and good govern.

ment. That is what we fought for. We fought hard, too,

Here are some of the things we were able toolo: We increased the

voting habits of Richmond from three thousand to thirty thousand. It

took a few campaigns, but it was ((tine,

We increased the turnout at the polls. We initiated a charter reform
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with a referendum, and then the fight for the charter was begun, We hail

the city hall crowd fighting us from every possible angle. We were called

everything that could he called, that could be printed, and that could be

said over the air. We were told that we were catering to 'big business,"

we were catering to the communists. We were called the "blugocking"

group, We Were called all of those things. but we kept plugging away,

Well, finally they adopted a charter and we gave them an awful shellack

one they will never forgetthree to one! Do you realize that with

a modern fore of government we had to have friends to put that over?

So another campaign was put on, and we beat them again; three to one,

again. When I say "we" I mean all the people in Richmond. And there,

again, we broke another record of turnout at the polls. We elected a council

that was friendly to this form, of government. They are in there today

pitching and doing a grand job.
.

There is just one other thing I want to tell you, and that is about our

Gold Feather Day program. That came out of the program there in Rich.

mond, We knew we had to have something around which we could rally

the people, So we created hat was known as the Gold Feather Day in

Richmond, by proclamation of the mayor. Everybody who voted got a

gold 'feather. That gold feather meaot something; they were proud to wear

it, I was proud to wear mine. We had honed to have one here for each of

you, but they did not arrive in time. You will receive yours in the mail,

Everybody who voted received' a gold feather and anybody who did

not vote did not have that gold feather. Those who did not have that

gold feather in their hat or lapel, well, they knew that they had not as

slimed their responsibility. And that is what we wanted them to know.'

We had the newspapers, the radio stations, the churches, the schbols,

the Clubs, and all of them together in this fight to get out to vote, he

League of Women Voters put calls across the city to sixty thousand hip,

to every man, woman, and child to go to the Nils or take an interest in

this program. And that gold feather meant a little bit more, too,

That night, when the returns were coming in, we had a big rally. We

could see that we were winning, that we were going over the top, and
that we could look forward to good government.

One of our auditoriums in Richmond seated ,six thoWsand people. Any.

body with a gold, feather was entitled to bring his wife, his children, his

loved one: to the rally there, Prizes were given away. All the radio stations

participated in putting on a performance that was well enjoyed by everybody.

As the returns came in we could see our men going down the held and

reaching the goal, forming a team to go over the top, It was a real sen-

sation and everybo4 had on a gold feather, It paid dividends.
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, It is 'time for Gold Feather Day, I think,. across America. Today when

you take 'part in .a community chest program, you are proud to wear that

red feither..Old man apathy is still in Richmond. He has been hit several

hard punches and he is going to be punched some more. We do not want

to drive, him from our town to somebody else's. He can be driven out
altogether if we make up our minds; we have to mobilize, we have to

)21rganize, in order to fight him,

We talk about "isms in Europe; but we have an "ism" here that is

pretty vicious, That is "apatliyism," That is the thing we have to fight here,

and we can lick it,

Let me quote a little thing that happened not too long ago, as the eyes

of the nation looked west, which proves my point. In a little town in Cali-

fornia we were all trying to fight and save a little girl, Katherine Fiscus,

from death, Hundreds of men dashed to that scene hoping that that child's

life could, be saved, For fifty-two hours everything we had was put into

that. Some twenty-five thousand people visited that scene and thirty-five

million people across the (lad& had their ears glued to the radio, listening,

waiting, hoping, that we would get there in time.

They did nor, but it proved one'point: We were all interested in that

little girl. We did not know her before, but still we were all interested in

our fellow man.

The job can be done if we make upour minds to do k.

Too frequently we read and listen to wily those with whom

we agree in the first place.

The attitude of an inq mg mind and of healthy skepticism

will not emerge full.blown. Our schools, homes, and youth organi-

zations have a heavy responsibility to help children develop it in

early years.
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THE MAINE TOWN ST)(117

LAWRENCE PEL1.ETIER

ProlcootBoredoin College, Brunswick, Maine,

is rather difficult to tell The Maine Town Story," It should not

be told in terms of institutions or committees or individuals, but I am

going to do that primarily because I do not know any other way in

which to do it.

The town in my mind is a warm institution, such as New York could

never be, The town is an intimalh institution, where you know your

officials, where you know your fellow citizens, and where you know their

faults and their virtues to a "T". That does not prevent us, it is true, from

electing many people without many visible virtues, but, nevertheless, we

know deep down what we are doing.

Town government is deceptive, in fact, even to the trained observer.

Its social cohesion, its geographical compactness, its governmental institu-

tions encourage an exaggerated perception. of the romantic in the demo-

civic characteristics of this unit of government. The novelist, for example

and I have a long-standing feud with a neighbor to the northeast of me,

John Ghuld, whom some of you may have readis inclined to paint a

romantic picture of the Maine town and to stress its deoratic society,

to tell us that it is a place where all men are equal and we're the cracker-

- barrel philosopher is king.

I am afraid that New Yorkers apparently live on such illusions, for

every year, in the New York press and especially in The New York Times,

articles appear on the "democracy" of the town meeting in the New Eng-

land town, I must say that it is usually. written by a very naive individual

who has very real limitations as far as an observer of the New England

town is concerned.

The facts of life are quite different, As you would probably guess, the

town is very similar to the metropolitan area, It has many of the same

problems which it must face. There is popular apathy, and that certainly

has been a, theme of this convention, There is inefficient government,

There is social disintegration and there is oligarchic control in the town

as well as the city. In fact, a rural community may have all of these evils,

may have an even more acute case of these maladies than the metropolitan

center, but, interestingly enough, it may go undiagnosed because, for the

moment, no one is interested.

But we are not here to tell the seamy side of town government. We are
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here tO, tell the story of citizen action, ad: it is my province to discuss it

with special reference to the town, 1 want to do that by a couple of
illustrations.

First, let us consider the citizen as he acts through the formal instim.

tions of government which,, to most of you, consists Of going to the polls
and voting, but to thoSe of us who live in the toien consists of going

to the town meeting and not only voting, but talkingand we can talk!

Now, in the latter respecr, in respect rq the town meeting, the town,

of course, is unique. Except for the Swiss mountain cantons and the Isle
of Man, there is no other assembly in the world, no other unit of govern. ,

ment in,the world, where we have direct democracy. It should not occasion

any surprise, therefore, to discovei that the story of the town is usually

told as the story of citizen action itl, the town meeting,

Yet with all the generalizations and panegyrics have been ven-
tured, there is no adequate study of it as a dynaiic instrument of govern-.

ment, The assumption has usually been made kt,,since all the citizens

may attend these meetings, it is rsualltt semi-holiday and that they do

attend and they are the example of democracy. The fact is, of course, that,

without conscious citizen support, the town meeting is both undemocratic

and ineffective,

It is undemocratic -because it is usually controlled by a minority. I
should say it is only rarely that more than 30 percent of the voters turn
Up- for town meet'mg-Lalthough that is a generalization that will not
always stand, because the smaller the town the more people who vote.

It is ineffective because the issues which come before the twentieth

century town meeting are not as simple as those which faced the town

meetings twenty or thirty or fifty years ago, when the popular assembly

was at its peak.

Decisions as m highway construction cannot be made very well by a
farmer who lives our a piece, where the road has not been repaired for

five years. Welfare practices ptillOt be determined in town meetings; we

want decent welfare practices, Educational requirements cannot be deter.

mined by a group of citizens who decide willy-nilly they are going to spend

twenty, forty, or sixty thousand dollars on town schools,

An undirected town meeting
. is chaotic--and I have seen .a lot of

them; where they go, no one knows, And, when you add up the results

at the end, even the citizens are astonished at what they have done. More

and more towns recognize the limitations of the popular assembly and

have created a finance or budget committee to overcome some of these
difficulties.

The citizens, in other words, have tried to control their own -actions.
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mime shall meet periodically, usually quarterly, with the administrative

officials of the town. The officials explain who has transpired in their

respective departments, and the committee makes suggestions,

In Brunswick, for example, no major expenditure can be made without

first consulting the finance committee, So through this lay committee the.

citizens are providing for an inieTtion of the administrative structure.

But probably the most outstanding development in Maine government

is the adoption of thq manager plan, the second attempt to improve town

administration. That, of course, is an interesting study in itself, We now

have 102 manager plans out of 1193 copmunities. Unfortunately, the

adoption of the manager plan does not always bring the resulrs that we

hope for in terms of citizen interest.

As we shall note later, the adoption of the plan usually is accompanied

by an interesting and encouraging story of citizen interest and participa-

tion, However, once the system is firmly established and has proved its

worth, the story at the town level is the same as elsewhere: Citizen apathy

becomes greater. One might well anticipate this phenomenon,

Under the old selectman system, a substantial portion of the citizenry

can hope to hold office some day, and there is always the incentive of

direct participation through office-holding, But when a manager is em.

ployed, the duties of these offices are usually combined in the person of

the manager.. Where formerly there was an elected board of selectmen,

treasurer, x collector, road commissioner, board of overseers of the poor,

and clerk there is now id a manager plus one or two of these officials,

depend' g upon how man offices were placed in the manager's office.

The multifunction manager represents an interesting adaptation of the

manager plan, which was originally designed for larger communities, to

the small rural community. The results have been most salutary as far as

administrative efficiency is concerned, but they have not encouraged long-

rant citizen interestthe impetus of direct participation as an office( of

the town has been destroyed.

The adoption of the manager plan has, I think, produced an interesting

study of citizen action which occurs outside of the formal institutions of

government. At the town level, it is comparatively easy to arouse interest

of. the voter in local matters when a vital matter is at stake, because it is

usually a question which will affect all who live in the community. This is

not to say that the average citizen takes a deep and understanding interest

in local governmentin general he does not. In this, the local citizen is

simply duplicating the attitude of the state and the national citizen. Yet

when thefelis a vital issue the citizen can be counted on and it is my con-

tention that we can expect no more than this.
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Even if the ,citizens are apathetic, the town has one advantage over

Cincinnati or Richmond, When you really get angry at your officials or

when you really want to do something, it is quite easy to do it, You do not

have to create a committee, you do nor have to raise $100,000, You go

down to the corner and you build up yourown little group. And if you

are persuasive, and if you tell a good enough story, you may hope to go

before town meeting and to win.

I want. to illustrate this phase of citizen action by a description of what

happened in Brunswick it year ago wheu we put in the manager plan. I say

it not for a brief of the manager plan, but just to show you how the

manager plan operates in a community of say ten thousandthese re

marks might as well be applied to Bath, Old Town, Rockland, or any

other community, in Maine. ,

The original impetus for a campaign to adopt the manager plan

usually comes from one man who is, of course, a leader in the community.

In Brunswick the president of tae Chamber of Commerce)got half an idea

one day that he thought it tali, it be a good idea for the town to have a

manager plan. Rarely are first efforts successful; almost all communities can

boast of several failures before the plan is finally adopted. Let us assume,

however, that we are dealing with a successful Campaign. as we did in

Brunswick in 1948,

All right, the idea is born in the mind of one citizen. He discusses the

matter with several more and he is encouraged to go 6n, Next he seeks

some expert advice, either froM academic or manager circles, Once the,

plan of action is clear, a citizen committee'is appointedin Brunswick this

was composed of fifty prominent citizens.

H> then talked to some of us, He financed the campaign entirely him.

selfa matter of some three or four hundred dollars, which 'indicates how

easy it is. Then he set out.

Most of the committee members will not be active in the campusign,

but will lend the use of their names. Soffie will contribute financialtsup

port, but most likely finances will come from the individual who fathered

the idea, The traditional campaign now gets under way. Meetings are held,

and if possible one or two outside speakers testify to the merits of the

manager plan. A college, professor, a member of the board of selectmen in

a manager town, a managerthey are all useful fur they appeal to different
Q

voting groups.

The Chamber of Commerce, the service clubs, church groups, the

GrangeHto mention only a few of ihe possible groupsare, of course,

approacbed,,Theylre encouraged to devote a meeting to the manager plan.

The newspaper is employed. News pries are placed, and paid adver.
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tisements are used, .Then we are ready for the election, Rumors ,ire rife,

The Democratic Party is making a party issue of the manager plan; it is

against it, Many RepubliCans are Itlkewarm because it seems to threaten

the control of the finance committee. The Democrats have a clear majority

and there is no occasion for rejoicing, You frankly do not expect to win.

Then the results: The largest vote in the history of the town and the

plan is in by a majority of 100 voresLroughly, 1700-1601), It is close, but

you wonder how you won with so many things against you, You won be-

cause you presented, the merits of the manager plan, you resisted every

impulse to attack the officers in power who have done their best to dis-
credit you at every turn. You won because citizens want ;i better town,
because they think that is manager will lower the tax rite, because their

common sense and innate critical reactions
are stronger than you thought.

But all is not over, for the opponents of the plan call a special" town

meeting to vote it out. You remain calm, refuse to indulge in personalities.

Approximately seventeen hundred people appear for the town meeting,
but only a few votes are cast to rescind the action of the annual meeting.

The opponents of the manager plan are roared down, decisively defeated,

You could not hear the opposition,

Now, in conclusion 1 should like to say that the citizen derives great

satisfaction from living in a town, for he fancies that he is closer to the
center of the process,of government than he would be in a larger com-

munity, He often is not, but the fault is his because he does nor choose to

take an active share in town affairs,

It is important, however, that it is easy for him, if he so desires, to
participate in town government, often as an official, and moreover visi-
bility is greater. He can see the results more distinctly than his city cousin.

The town is, therefore, a good place to live in. It gives civic as well

as social satisfaction, One's only regret is that it is not a better place in

which to livebut that is our fault, for we are not better citizens,

The Maine Town Story is simply this That w
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FROM THE QUESTIONERS

(Excerpts from the Panel Discussion

Chairman: Harold Benjamin, dem, College of Education, University of

Maryland.

Questioners:

Church--Mrs, ,lesse M, Bader, member, Executive Committee, United

Council of Church

Industry-11 Roland Erickenhaus, member, National Board of Directors,

United States Junior Chamber of Commerce,

LaborMitchell Sviridoff, president, Connecticut Industrial Council, CIO.

School--Ernest 0. Melby, dean, School of Education, New York

University.

VeteransGeorge E. Arneman, national patriotic instructor, Veterans

of Foreign Wars.

YouthEmily Selling, vice chairman, Young Adult Council, National

Social Welfare Assembly,

Labor and Municipal Reform

ntlt SVIRIDO)t : I think I must first preface my question by 'explaining

that I,have nothing against good government people, I have the utmost

respect for them,

I should like to comment briefly on two other stories, the. Bridgeport

Story and the Hartford Storyparticularly the Bridgeport Story, Perhaps

Mr. Tinton, who will soon be a native of that town, would care to com-

ment on that.

In Bridgeport, as some of you may remember, there was a very serious

problem of corruption in government. It was a two-party problem; both

patties had their hands in the public till. and were doing a pretty good

job of it, A reform movement started, led by Mr. MacLevy, who calls

himself a "socialist," but whom socialists call a "municipal socialist," He

won the election by an overWhelming vote and has repeatedly been elected

mayor of the city of Bridgeport.

But he won primarily, and keeps winning, because he introduced

,--"dean" government and "cheap" government. His main bulk of support

comes from the small home owner and the large home owner: It is the ,

home owner who- is hack of him, He has very little support from the

industrial workers, As a matter of fact, industrial workers do not get

excited about the municipal elections, They have to choose between the
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cheap, clean, economy .government and the two political parties that once

smelled and still smell.

S,, there you have cheap government and clean government, but you

have no;social progress. You have bad schools and low wages, and you

haVe everything that you call reactionary in municipal government, except

that it is cheap and economical,

Then you move to Hartford where there also was a strong reform

governmenrA-he people won out and they have a new charter. There is

good governMent there, too; nobody will argue about that. But there the

union people complain they no longer are represented on the city com-

missions and that the democracy of the town has sort of lost its vitality.

Now, why is it that in these daysand I do not know whether it
is true in other casesgood government people are usually economy-minded

p e.They are good people because they want clean government, but

why do they place social progress second? Why shouldn't' that at least be

on an equal plane with good, clean, cheap goiernment?

CHAIRMAN BEN JAMIN: Mr. Thexton, would you care to answer that one?

MR. lilEXTON: Yes, I should like very much to comment on that. I

do not want to do it from the Bridgeport point of view, as a matter of

fact, because I do not know anything about it. Ask me a year from now

and maybe I will know a little more.

'1 should like to comment from the Cincinnati point of view, I think

it is true that, in a great many cases of good goverrunent Movements, they

become identified with the building and loan associations, and real estate

interests, the economy-minded, group, which I think is extremely unfortu-

nate I willput two bases of responsibility for that. I will tell you what

happecled in Cincinnati,

Fitst, of course, it is very likely to happen that the people who are

interested in good government are the people who would be interested

in lower' taxes, It is simply 'a situation that you meet. There is no moa

judgment applying here that anything is good or bad. That happens to

be the fact,

The second is that the failure of this type of group or organization

to represent labor is usually, again, due 'to two factors, In the first place,

they may very liRely be anti-labOr; the second, of course, is the failure up

until very recent years of labor groups to be politically.active.

Going back over the history of labor, the failure of labor groups to

be politically effective has been astonishing in this country,

In Cincinnati, during the time the Charter was dropping down in its

votewhen it went down from 65 percent to 33 percent,--it was perfectly

obvious that new bases of support would have to be found, One new hasiS
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was found. in, Cincinnati in 1915 when we elected a representative of the

CIO on a Charter ticket. He was an excellent candidate and has been an

excellent councilman,

The reason the Charter won in 1947 was that we elected a member of

the AFI, as the fifth' candidate. The Charier has seen the handwriting on

the wall, has believed that no reform organization can ever have real

roots in the people, can ever mean anything as a political organization, as,

long as it confines itself to the real estate groups. It has gone out to seek

a new basis of support and a new basis of ewer, which it has found in

the two primary labor organizations.

I believe the marriage haS been reasonably happy, and will probably

have as good a record a'S most marriages, in the future. .

WhatIs Industry's Part?

MR, FRICKEpAUS: Because of my representation of industry here

today, and also because of the fact that I am deeply concerned with good

'government through my affiliations with the Junior Chamber of Com-

merce movement in the countrywhich, as you may or may not know, is

defined as "constructive action Through young men's activities" I should

like io ask a question.

We believe in civic development of the individual, civic conscious-

ness, and the leadership training of the individuals, themselves. We have

a particular problem in my home city of New Haven. At the present

moment our, problem is similar to that which the panel has discussed here

today. We are in the throes of a charter movement, a change by a civic

charter committee group.

I should like to hear from the panel their comments on how indus-

try has participated, in these movements. What can industry do to assist

in bringing about better government in the city, not only through the

business of organizations which are represented, but through direct ac-

tivities of their own, through employee relationships and employee educa-

tion as well as through union levels?

CHAIRMAN BENJAMIN; Mr, Thektoo?

MR, THEXTON: That is a-little broad; I will have' break it down a bit.

Frankly, industry as it StrAvould expect a al, I am not sure

it is the proper function o dustry. I am not e proper contribu-

tion to ask of industry. l am sure they would nor get ,'with the possible

exception of money. And there you will get it trim ini ividuals,

If you bieak the problem down further, for example in this field of em-

ployee telations, I think you might get this from industry.. You will
a
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certainly get a general statement from heads of industry that voting is

a very good thing and citizenship is a very desirable thing.

Sometimes the questions are asked, "Will you hold a meeting? Will

you encourage meetings? Will you encourage our having a speaker and

will you give us any introduction and, tell your people we would like to

talk to them about getting out and 'voting?" Having been in industry

most of my life, and for a time having been ar the head of a company, I

am frank to say that I do not think that is the place to go.

Now, maybe that is nut a very satisfactory ;tomer to your question.

If you want to pin me down in a little more detail, I should-like-to be
so pinned.

MR,- FRICKENHAUS: Have the individual leaders of industry, other than

through their own company affiliations; taken an active part in bringing
abaft these reform movements?

MR, THEXTON: I think the leaders of industry in my own city have

b;oktn down just the way the rest of the people in the community have

broken down,

I think you would find X percent on the side of the machine, X percent

on the side of reform movements, and X percent perfectly indifferent.

I do not think that, because they ate in industry, they will break down any

differently than will those in any other pursuit.

MR. PELLETIER: I was going to say think the gentleman would find

a good example in the Cambridge Civic Action Committee, which is

heavily loaded,

MR. PHILLIPS: [ am a businessman and I am not defending our position

so far as the businessman is concerned.

As a matter of fact, in Richmond the businessmen did come forward

and they took their part. Labor took its part. All the parties too

in our program down there, I think if you will give the American people

something to rally around, you will find the businessmen will stand up

and -take their respective parts in this fight.

Tam confident of that, not from the standpoint of money alone, but

from the standpoint of time as well. But it takes something to get them
stirred up. I have had to fight that problem in our program in Richmond,

where we did have the Chamber of Commerce. They'. took the bull by

the horns. They endorsed the Charter and they fought for it.

-,,Many people were surprised to see an organization of that kind take

an active part. The Junior Chamber took a part. The Rotary, the Kiwanis,

the lions, all the clubs took part. Rut we had something around which we

could rally the interest of those people.

The average business an is not too keen in getting wrapped up in
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"dirty politics'," but if it is on a high level, with a high objective, the

businessman will be there,

And Where Does Education Come In?

MR, MELDY: I think any teacher would be in an extremely uncomfort-

able position on this panel, I do not feel like asking the good government

people here questions, I do not want to'pnt them on the carpet for what

they have done.

I think they ought to put the whole American educational system, on

the carpet for what it has not done. You know, I sat here this afternoon

thinking about that probleni, I have the background of having spent two

weeks in Germany within the last month where I ,saw plenty of people

who know. much more than most of us here, today; Who, in book learning,

are superior to American boys and girls and men and women.

And yet, they have practically no competency when it comes to demo-

cratic citizenship or democratic behavior.

You know, democracy is losing in its battle for the minds and the

hearts of men around this globe. Not because it is not good theory, but

because we have allowed it to become a stereotyped' ideal. There are mil-

lions of people whose primary interest this afternoon is not in political

theory, but it is a question of whether they are going to have a square

meal, whether they are going to have something to wear, whether or not

they are going to haVe a place in which to live,

And these millions of people are going to choose their way of life

largely in terms of those primary necessities of life, If they can get those

necessities of life and also have freedom, well and good. If they cannot,

they are going to take the necessities of life. ..

f am convinced that the job of education is to give boys and girls and

men and women a vital conception of democracy. I do not think you can

do it through book-learning. We have millions of people who have this

book-learning, and it has not contributed very much to their effectiveness

as citizens.

If education is going to undergird the good government movement,

education has to become the kind of enterprise that lets boys and girls

and men and women share in the big job of making our country a better

democracy, and making our world a better world.

All over this world people are disillusioned about fine phrases and

beautiful words. They are looking for results in terms of the things which

are meaningful to them. You ...and ,1 may Say they are wrong, that they

are ready to sell their birthright of freedom for a mess of pottage. We

may be right, but we are not going to commend freedom to these people
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unless we can show them that freedom carries with it also human well
being on a widespread scale,

And I do not believe we can build that kind of education and prepare

for the kind of good government that these three gentlemen have discussed

with us today, unless somehow we can make of education a more vital

participatory experience tl in it has been in the past,

CHAIRMAN RENJAMI : Mr. Pelletier?

MR, PELLETIER: I just want o make a comment on that; I do not
know whether the two gentlemen with me would agree or not, but,
frankly, I am not interested in good government and I do not like to be
spoken of as being interested in Rod government.

I am interested in simple government and I am interested in good

citizens. I am interested in simple government, and it will be good or bad
depending ,upon the citizens!

MR. THEXTON: I should like to comment on it because I so thoroughly

agree with one of the conclusions, and somewhat disagree with one of
tie others,

There is no question in my mind that democracy will fail or succeed

during the coming yearsand to the extent that this country or any other

democracy meets the challenge of political economy or political inequality

which cannot go on forever hand in hand. I think that is the fundamental

challenge, and I think that is where the decision will rest,

On the other hand, I canna ,quite agree that the educational process

must be given up. I have two sons in college and I find that, from an

ideological point of view if from no other, they here, and many of their

classmates have, a very great interest in these problems. Both of them

happen to'be political science majors, and from the conviction of political

theory they have faced.this problem in their own young ways. I think they

have raced it fairly and have come to good conclusions,

I still believe that education can do muchcertainly not the whole
job but it can do a great deal of the jobif in nothing else than building
in the minds of young men and young women this concept; That, unless

live face the basic fact that we must do something about more inequalities

than just political inequalities, democracy may lose out.

CHAIRMAN BENJAMIN: Thank you, Is there one more question from

the panel of interrogators? Is there any comment from the board?

I should like to say ,in closing our.session, if I may be permitted a

..,,,personal observation, thay? I felt a deep conviction of sin as a school teacher,

ihen Dr, Melby made

tha/

statement with which we all, I think, agree.

However, I felt even a deeper conviction of sin as a taxpayer, as a
citizen, as a veteran, as a parent, because I believe this great problem is
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fundamentally an educational problem, It is not one, however, than can be

solved by school teachers in a corner. It has be solved by every one of

us, not as this, that, or the other thing, ,prima , but as American citizens

primarily and first of all.

These schools, these educational programs, never become dynamic until

they are a burning "cause" for all the people in the communities, They

just do not work with a few schoolmasters or preachers or a few members

of' any particular group. That is why I have so great a feeling of respect

for and confidence in this kind of a group meeting, [ have hadla great deal

of pleasure in having this small parr.

We should change thinking front "giving" or "contributing'

to someone die to "investing.' in education and welfare groups

cif ice do with insurance.

Discussion Group 4

Discision group chaired by John 117. Dais, L. Paultiininp, and Alice Scott Hyatt,
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THIRD THUMBNAIL 'REPORT

(Presented with Accompanying Slides)

RUTII CUNNINGHAM

Teacheri College, Columbia Univercity

ADIES and gentlemen of the Fourth Annual Conference on Citizenship:

This is the third report from you to you, highlighting our thinking

lin our small group sessions ydterday afternoon,

Before we get under way, and while the lights are being put out and

the slides focused, may I make an announcement? No session is complete,

certainly, without at least one announcement, The thing I should like to

ask of you is this: If there are any artists present will you please meet

me at the door of this room at the close of this meeting and I will be glad

to pay you hush money. Even if you do not like my brand of art, I can

at least ask you to keep quiet about it,

(Slide) I am a great believer in research, myself. They tell us that

advertisers have done a great deal of research on how to focus attention.

They have discovered that the three things to present to focus attention

are a baby, a pair of pretty legs, and a clog.

Well, I decided if that was a good way to focus the 'attention of the

general public,' it ought to be a good help in focusing attention on the

slides on the screen. That is the purpose of this slide. It is exclusively for

the use of Mr. Moreland, who is running the slide machine, and it has

absolutely nothing to do with anything I am going to say here from here

on in,

(Slide) I have read a great deal recently, as who hasn't, about the

use of visual aids, But, in my opinion, the authors have overlooked one

important asset of these media. The asset to which I riiir is this: With

the room nicely datkened, there is no reason why most of the audience

cannot leave under the ,convenient cover of darkness, This, I believe, may

be a great advantage to all concerned.

(Slide) I must admit, however, that it may be a bit disconcerting to

discover, when the light's come on again, that no one is present but your

reporter, Ruth Cunningham, the slide machine operator, and one little

.old gentleman who fell asleep before the general exodus took place.

So, in case I never see you again, good people, may I say it has been

a pleasure to be your reporter, and I hope we will meet again some day.

(Slide) Our groups yesterday were in amazing agreement about this
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matter of community citizenship. One and all, we agree that the corn.

munity is a Very Important Place, or can be, toward developing

the type of citizen, the type of government, we all want.

(Slide) But before we can start talking about communities, maybe we

need to have a look at the people.in them, like Mary and Joe, and you

and you and you.

According to our group discussions there are some pretty important

thing's for us to think about and do if we are to be good citizens of that

V.I.P., of our community, either is individuals or as members of groups

in our community,

(Slide) I. Know your community: Study it. Community surveys are

a good way to start, but sometimes good old.frhioned friendly calls on

your neighbors are more meanin ful than pages of statistics, But, by what-
,

ever means, know your communi , and the people in ittheir problems,

their successes, their hopes fovtheir children, their ideas about what a

good community should be, what a good community ought to look like.

(Slide) II, Get into the swim of things: Spectators may make a lot

of noise, but it is the ones who are really in it who decide what will

really happen. And, as with that first spring plunge into the old swimming

hole, it is never as bad as you think it is going to be, once you are in it.

In fact, you may-find a lot of enioymerit in it.

(Slide) III. Use your voi, wisely: And encourage others to do so.

One group points out that it ey'be a sad commentary on our democracy

when we have to give out little feathers to reward citizens for doing what

is their right, their duty, and their privilege.

Maybe such tricks are necessary, maybe we will have to resort to such

tricks, but first let J.IS try to find more constructive ways 'to help citizens

realize their responsibilities.

(Slide) IV. Get together: Join current groups or organize new ones,

if necessary: The power of joint action makes real sense in a democracy.

But first and foremost, join with your neighbor, regardless of race, creed,

or socio-economic status.

As one grot:p, puts it, unless you can greet any man you meet as your

brother,.. you cannot be a gOod citizen, and you have a feeble chance of

doing much to better your community.

{Slide) Well, those phrases Jotout easily, but look out for the punch

behind them, No doubt the group that phrased these statements did so

only after careful deliberation.

Before you easily and self-rightously agree, dAsome careful thinking.

Can you honestly say that yoU can greet any man you meet as your brother?

If you cannot, says this group, you are not a good citizen and have little
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chance of influencing your community. (Such statements pack a wallop!)

(Slide) Think of people in groups: It is too easy to think of citizens

and voters merely as one person after another, like toy soldiers on parade,

or statistics one following another. But that is not the way people arc;

that is not the way they live,

If we try to treat them as toy soldiers we sill never be able to achieve

community 'unity.

(Slide) Nobody is anybody at all, all by himself, A voter may show

up as Sam Smith, but Sam is somebody because of other people and his

relationshi them. If we are'smart, we will treat him that way.it
(Slide) e fimily is nor the only social unit, of course, but it, is an

important One, As we think about better communities, let its think about

better families and how to help families to make better communities,

(Slide) Age groups, too, are important the young, the middle-aged,

and the elderly. The middle-aged tend to monopolize things. When they
do get around to thinking of other age groups, they tend to think first
of the young, for they are our future. But let us not forget our growing

group of elderly people who may have experience and leisure to give
significant community service.

We who are die -aged have no monopoly on energy or wisdom.

Let us elicit the h of kids and older people. We might be surprised at

the help they can'give.

(Slide) While we are on the subject of age groups, one of our discus.

sion groups points our that the children and youth of a community can

often be the focus for community action,

If your community 'suffers from apathy, maybe it can be made into

a working team by focusing attention on the ,needs of children. There are

many possible points of focus, but if you are looking for one that has

dramatic and universal appeal, there is nothing to surpass 'children.

Kids are wonderful catalysts.

(Slide) Many people do not seem to fall into the easy categories of

our societyas families, as age or ethnic groups. They feel left out for
some reason pt other,

,,

, If we are to build strung communities, we must put out the welcoTe

it for everybody (and that means everybody!) That is not easily acid v

but evidently the group that made the statement really meant it,,for

body" was underlined.
,

1

(Slide) These, then, are the recommendations made to us:

I. Knoi, your,community.

2. Chet into the swim of things,
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others

do

, SO,

it) At " r'
() not merely as toy soldiers. Think of

, , ,iileS , P...
1 hem as members or rivoi'y ,k gruups, clubs, ofand i

Give a welcome ti) act' 1.'

1S, l'irdleie) jitlibild isfr'n'icil)t (letl'Ir5, Y(i. Icitl 'clor expect

Come

success ill community

imoo groups Le some words of caution: /

organization for better tt etisly , job.
Good citizenship is a long-time b, as th 'I' .

As one group said, woo) )411 it had to be achieved tomorrow, but
is accomplished be ready to keep workingwhen tomorrow dawns a° d

for the next tolorrow, iii

tits

Ilea, and the next,
4) tlo

(Slide) Caution 2:
,e,'

It het into a squirrel

(Ladies and Getitieul- \\,in have you know that that is a squirrel

cage with a squirrel in i'l. IN before you laugh too:rbeatiily,4 challenge

you to try drawing a scitli \ito have no idea how I struggled with this

creature.)
nut'

4, It is so easy to fall ' t1o (0 fallacies of we 'c'annot do anything

until the state acts; and filnemstat cannot act until the federal government,,

acts; and the federal gover"7,Nt cannot act nat'l the local groups act; and

round and 'round and '41n9 it 5I0C.' 1
4 TO b

Face it! The circle hat .broken somewhere if we are to have any

action. Maybe the local gf(34 is the best place to start. At least it is worth

a try, isn't it? v.

0 "t ri(Slide) Caution 3. V -\\,ell on defeats. Everybody has !ern. Inter-

estingly enough, it is the' that seem to make the news. But maybe

endeavors, our co:

\o'peernaeteiodn,)oumraakcehi.e'riveernse0c55't ;itilti.s'isclicoetssildens;°"'nir°16°6rr:Ls1Pfor ten years" he as

dramatic as "fire in loft 11 4i4t2' It is as dramatic:that is, it can be

if we make it so. Maybe ''''e nee , learn to. "accentuate the p6tive."

Superimposed on these
, o, k ,

.,itilerioations and cautiol were two themes

which could be heed the8Inkit the conference. Or cnaybe they are two

verses to one theme 504',01

(Slide) I. A good ciy" 4it is a combination of many things. No
no It

one person, no one grout' ni) service, 110 One result can be achievedghat e

aloe. ,, alone achievec \\,e Want, Foe a good community is a com-

bination uhf many hopes, 01 ill. ;IspiPtions. and of many types of achieve.

ment.

(Stye) Theme song /1 cAoigiN comintroitY
is achieved by a combina.

tioo of many people, It isY..---ii,b,1 tot people rePreseming
many interests,

pooling their thinking as ° Ia'e
been doing in this conference, is the best

°d

doing

method for achieving a e 'Nflunity,

hams
'

(Incidentally, that hand wtleman at the far side of the circle is
4
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Mt Kerman, and the efficient and attractive lady on the left is Mr;iEllison.)

(Slide) O.K. little man, you can wake up now,.:1 am abff through,

If they should ask you what our groups said in their sessions yesterday

afternoon, you can report on the various action suggestions and cautions

they give, but if that is too much to remember, just say that we all agree

that, in the area of citizenship, communities are V1.1), Very Important

Places!

It was agreed that responsible American citizens cannot do an

effective job in politics unless they (lie clear as to what the specific

goals of American' democracy are. Unless goals are well defined,

it is obviously impossible for the citizen to know whether or not

he is voting or otherwise acting consistently with the achievement

of those goals, It is imperative that Americans agree on and argue

for their way of life just as emi)hatically as the proponents of other

doctrines advertise theirs, Some goals suggested included: shared

power (in the sense of the opportunity of all citizens to share in

the right to make important decisions throt h voting and other

means); shared enlightenment; shared re pect; shared security;

shared well-being; and shared loyalty.

Discussion Group 15

In order to avoid discouragement, it was fell:hat we must first

know our community, its needs and its resources. Then we 111111/

set our goal, step by' step, to avoid tackling a project too large

for successful accomplishment. It was felt that nothing is more en-

couraging to citizens than success, no matter how small; and that

a series of successful activities inevitably leads to the larger goal

originally anticipated. At this point, it was felt that at future con.

ferences, successful methods used in various communities should

be sifted and presented to the Conference, not as a series of per.

soul "success stories" but as examples of how some communities

have attacked certain problems aid brought them to a successful

conclusion,

Discussion Group 12
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THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

IN DEVELOPING AMERICAN CITIZENS

MABEL STUDEBAKER

President, National Education Association

R. HAWKINS, Members of the Citizenship Conference and Guests:

The National Education Association is pleased that there are so

many of you wher'are willing to take time from your busy lives

\pend a few days pooling your thinking, concerning citizenship, because

it is one of the major interests of all people at the present time, and one

Of the utmost importance.

I shall not take your time this morning tpXalt about the technics of

citizenship in our schools, but to say some of the things that I think need to

be reaffirmed concerning what we are doing.

It was my privilege this last holiday season to be in Puerto Rico at the

time of the inauguration of Governor Luis Munozarin. The thing that

impressed me over and over again was the fact that they did not say, "This

is our Governor; this is the person whom we have just elected."

No, they said, "This is the First Governor we have elected in 506
years."

I began to question that statement. It seemed that they were going back

to the time of the discov'ery Of the islands. For a long, long time they had

their leaders given to them by the Spanish. Then they were appointed by

our government.

The enthusiasni of a people(that they -could finally choose their own

leader was something that I wish could be Seen by every American citizen

because it gives a recognition of what it means to a people once more

to get that feeling of "Yes, this is our own leader; we have confidence in

hire

Then, at a social affair, I saw part, of the charm of his leadership. At

the inauguration, people had come 'from all over the island. Many of them

had walked, many, many miles and had stood in a tropical sun for hours.

In the evening ai a reception it was not just the great frotp the Western

Hemisphere who were the guests; they were there, yes but there were
, )

the poor fartners from the hills who came in, most en stically. They

said, "Now we have seen him. We have met him, We w the palace.

We shall go back and tell our people of him,"

Now, there was an example of the thrill of being a part of something

that many of us lose, because we have had a chance for so long to vote,
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The opposite value was expressed by a Pennsylvania Dutch woman

who was stopped one day and asked if she had voted. Her arms were

laden with baskets of food as she had come from the market. She said,

"Thirty years ago when I married, my husband said he did not vote. He

wanted no part in politics. So we do not vote; we do not mix into it."

Here on her arms were all the good things of our country, which she

was taking flume, She had taken from the plenty of our country, but, no,

when it came to voting there was no time for it. And she did nor believe

in it!

In tother situation, pre in a certain town were discussing an elec-

tion and they did not like 3e particular local leaders who had been chosen.

The talkers were businessmen,,all of whom were successful, competent in

their own endeavors. Finally one of the men present in thatWgroup of

fifteen said, "Did you vote?"

Out of the fifteen he found that nly six had voted! negligence

shows how we think, whether we value this ballot of which we are speaking.

Still another ,thing that was done by a group in a midigstern town

might be of interest to you. A group of high school boNeeided that they

would ring doorbells and ask people to go to the polls. They were

asking them to support any particular candidates, any issue; they

were inviting people to accept the ballot as they should, and to use it.

One of the cynical ones a day or two afterWards said, "Do you think

your going around that block that day did any good?"

One of these.young people, who could not be discouraged easily, came

back to school the following day and reported, 'I went back to every door

where I had previously been and asked just one question: Did you vote

because I carne there or would you have done so anyway?"

He came back and reported with enthusiasm that twenty-seven people

in the area where he had called said that their reason for going to vote

was because he had made the personal contact and had asked them to,

and that otherwise they probably would not have taken care of that lity.

Now, we realize that voting is only' one of the qualifications Of citizen-

ship, Therefore, in our public schools we hope to proceed in ways which

will definitely develop citizens from the elementary schools until the time

they leave. You see that pattern evolving as you go through the schools of

our country, because more and more we recognize that it is no longer an

autocratic system. The teacher is not one person behind the desk, giving

orders or laying out the type of work to all. Frequently you cannot even

find her as you first, enter the room. You have an organized community,

each one accepting his own responsibility, and that responsibility is re-

peated throughout the school.
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4

facrrsometimes .we see ourselves better when we consider how we

1- appear to people of other nations. We have had, in this country in the

past few months, many people from other lands, When we ask them to

report to us what they notice about the way we work in our schools that,:

is different from what they expected it to be; time and again it is the

human relationships, 'the democratic way of working, that impresses them,

One German' educator who was here told about the fact that he went

into a school and was dice by the principal and the presdident of the student

government. .The principal said. to him, We have planned to' show you

certain things in the building."

When he had,,fnished, the president of the student government turned

, to him with enthusiasm and said, "Don't you think they would be much

more interested in what we are doing in photography developing .for otii

yearboOk?" .

'The principal said, "Why, of course they would'

There wasn't time to carry out' the plan os. the principal' had .:01ined

It: and also do what the president of the student government suggested.

Without any hesitation at., all, the idea of ,the, president of the ,student

government was ,accepted, 'That was' what sect unusual, but' it is the

philbsophy that we are trying to develop: that each one as an individual has

.,something to contribute, And we want to see that it is carried out in many

of our activities, in our, for of student government that, actually are

Discirs,rion grogichaired by Alice Keliber, and Mrs,.Arthiir L. Rdwohofi,
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student governments, not suggestions that may be pigeonholed.

This reality of government was4howli in another school in a rather

interesting fashion, I thought, The student government had voted that all

people in a school cafeteria would wait and he served in turn. It had

been the custom, previously, that the faculty would break into the line at

any pike and be served earlierI do nor know whether it Was age or just

precedent. It had become rather irksome to soni,of the students,:and in a

joint meeting they made the rule that each Wo*, wait his rurn: It was

accepted by the faculty as well as by the stu*nts.

A few days later it happened that one of the teachers, comingctlitnugh

in a hurry, followed the old custom 'of going to the had of the line. One

of the students stepped up to her and reminde r, of the new rule, With

het face a little red, e went back to the end of the line and took her place.

The thing that I like about the incident is that the procedure having

been adopted' as a' ule to which everyone was to comply, the student then

had the freedom t speak and say, "This is the rule, let us all abide by it.'

More; and mor ae find, that sort of practice -the acceptance of majority

rule. And if schools'do icrin everyday living,-if all realize that what is

being done is fqr the benefit bf the v;hole grouP, it ' the type of practice

rhar will carry on into life,

In one further ,held that is bringing up much discussion at the,present

time, I should like to make a' point: We need to bring before'buf, students

controversial subjects. That is one of th6ghings thai'.4;eds.4ery careful

handling,, because we msr,.deal with principles add with issues,

I, think if we can present our way of life Odihe,benetits accrued thereby,'

if we.admit some of, the problems that we have not iolved as yet in Many

parts of the country,' our democracy. will stand compatison witlr any' other
. ,

..form of political goVernment in the world. And I think young people are

the hrit to recognize that. In othet words; we deed to develop a .faith in

our' way Of doing things, because our enemies' ideologies are not ,from

withoutthey are 'from within: ,

If people begin to doubt," f they ,be,Cnuie,cynical, if they become feariU14

and apathetic, they are prey for other ills. Intb a vacuuWwill always come .

something. So if we can fill our students with faithand We cannot"give

them faith unless we as teachers have.itL-if we can provide that faith in, the

democratic, process, I .see no trouble for future democracy in this 'country;'

for the very.thit that4lav'e helped make this country gtent are still in the

hearts of its people .
, 4
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TODAY'S AMERICAN CITIZEN

.11)STIN MILLER

National /1r.incidtiov of Iiroadmitert

OT long ago I heard a surgeon speaking of a difficult operation

which he had performed, 'which had been televised. He made

the astounding statement that the people who saw the Operation.16

by television saw more of the detail of it than he did. He said the lighting,

the way in which the camera was pt ced, the way in which the vansmitting

was done, gave a better view of fhe detail of that leration,to those who
witnessed it by televisiod than he could see, 'hiruselfAorking at qi(iSe
range to it.

Perhaps 'we can think of ourselves as being in a laboratory discussing

in 'pathological terms some of the problems of citizenship, and preparing

ourselves to do the jith, yhich television does, in, discussing these problems

'With other people, the folks in.the communities, the groups, the indivilials,

the families, and so ,on, about whom you have been hearing during the
conference

Today's American 'citizenis he like or different from the American

citiien of 1776, 1860, or 1914? I picked those dates as being illustrative

of times of crises in American history, times when the .responsc to crises

brought our the best in American citizenship. Of course die answer must

he yes or no, one of those equivotal answers. ' '0
I should like to examine some of the °dikes ait:d sote:of.the 'differ.

ences" with you this morning and see where we have gone. In the first

place, the American citizen of today is like the pne of these earlier years

in the fact that he is an amalgam of many races, an amalgam which, is even

More mixed now than it has been at any time in the pastand it is'becom.

ing even more so.

4 was interested in the statement at ributed to some German lab

leaders who have been visiting here, and who are reported to have go

home with the feeling that they had seen, in' this country, the greatest

inciting pot in the world and marveling at the fact that we had been able.

to 'brinti together representatives of so many races, so many groups, into

common interest in the form of governmebt and of social and economic
life which a enjoi. We are alike in our interests, oureuriosity concern-

ing how 'the world is put together and what makes it tick, We are the

greatest inventors in the world in seife of the allegations whil?'have re-

. ,-

cently been made by the representatives of one of the nationsthat each

1111.1.1:11TODAIS AMERICAN C1'117EN $5

of the great iikebtions of', the world has taken plate in other pans of the
world, 1 think,)hat characteristic itself is one of which we should nile

particular note.

I sat oka court bench which had more Eases involving patents than

any other subject, being located Washington, D. C. . . One of the

questions frequently presented was, "What constitutes an invention; what

are the characteristics of an invention?" It is an intangible tenuous

thing,

, Vgrions' definitions were given and the one that was constantly cropping

up in tO writings on the subject, the one that to me seemed to give the

hest hold. on the problem, was that the inventor does something contrary

ro the ,teachings Of the art.

hi other words, he does the unconventional thing. The man who merely

carries on, step by step, the investigations of others who have gone before

him, is called "routine , ".He is a research man who fills in the inter

stitial areas, He carries oPfitim the obvious to the less obvious, but does

no More than build one thing on top of another, 'But the man who comes

arcing and does something so completely different than those who have

gone befo're him, who are experts in that particular field, have said that

it could not, e done that.waythat is one of the characteristics of invention,

And chat is one of the characteristics of the American people. They

are willing to try, they are willing to do the unconventional thing, both

in the field of invention and in fields of government, of economics, of life

as we live it in all its aspects.

Of course the American also, fortunately, has a balance which guides

him usually in doing the unconventional. He does\ not want to be too la

conventional; he does not want to upset the apple cart, That is equally
04

important, That is a characteristic of good 0.enshiP. He muse know or

be able to feel or at least to read the warninOvhen he gets too close to

the edge, that he must strike a balance between the two.

I should say that we are like the Americans who,have gone before us

and that we are a 'good-natured people, I read occasionally of people who

tell bs we are overwrought, that we live on the basis of high*tension. We

know that isn't true because, we know American people generally are

people who like a bit of huff&

'American people like to tell stories,. They are good-natured, thq are

humane in their reactions, The American GI, in other parts of the world''.

was known as >7 friendly sort of person. He was a man who made friends-

with the children and with the families whom he met, Sometimes it

quite a problem to his superior officers to maintain discipline, to see thati4.;;,

he did not,become too friendly with people of enemy nations.

84
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88 THE CITIZENSHIP CONFERENCE

mission on Unesco. The discussion took place as to whether or not Unesco

was being led, let us. say, in the various communities by too many organi

,nations, and was being helped by to many community organizations. One

person complained that in a city of twenty-five or thirty-thousand thenl

were forty-eight different organizations working on various phases riT

Unesco.Siiork.

ilut the very thecity of Unesco's organization is that as many as possible

representative organizations on the national scale shall be brought into

the councils of Unesco in order that the representatives of these associa

tions and organizations may take 'the message out to the communities and

get as many of them as possible working on these various subjects. This

was merely the reflection of that monopolistic point of vie4,;We

don't want so many people interfering. We .have nice little stikedout

(areas of interests, which we have preempted for oiltselves. We are

having a nice, happy time. Some of us are holding offices in these organi

`Lotions and we would rather not have competing ones." And so the young

fellows are shut out.

Therein may lie some of the wildness of youth, Therein may lie some

of the resentment' which turns too
.pa

of them too far to the extreme

in one 'direction or another. Perliap4 nya little more attention were paid

to a channeling of energies at the4miniinity, level, the state level, and

the national level, we could make much)iset and fitter use of the areas

pof citizenship.

Along with age has come agreater,

tion means, I am not sure, since 110

apparently means wisdor, it means'

cynicism about the more serious An

the ideals good government to

Af the stLLJJr ample, whicl

(la wItat sophistica-

1 many ways. It'

fre#ntly it means

tatui.o great many of

,good many

)6,44:411,
.
whichin our

appeliiii!, t,i,..,and which were once hghting'ists.have
, ),.. ,,

no je.e; ass as a matter of course, and 'are ertit. "to,.

as "ckli
N. .

4 So. on, They are. ,brushed off Witfieuth..
..

recogni ,-.. 4

I do toidirail with you on that. I suspect that eachA

one of4lbt as' E 41t44 .-titiying to argue ;seriously on this subject,

and has found. the so-called sophisticated person s aking ,cynically about

the whole operation of government and his pariictation in it. Frankly,

it is a little worse than, the case, of the woman who was referred to a

... little while ago, wluo ! k"t te,all the good things and made no con-

B 1tribution, Because in r..r 4I iere was ignorance and lack of underStanding,

In the case' of the stip there is underStanding, there is experience,
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there is a deliberate repudiation of the duties of citizenship.

And that is the point of greatest loss, I should say, when People are

that type and refuse to participate on such a basis. .

We are more urban people than we once were, We may be more urbane)

at tl' same time. More people live in cities. There is less of that under-

standing of where life 'coines from. There is less of that resourcefulness

about the common ways of life than. there was fifty or a hundred years

ago. It is getting to be more and more a case of large masses of people in

large metropolitan areas, with highly specialized duties, with an inclination

to think of themselves as specialists, whether they know what that word

means or not, with an unwillingness, or perhaps a lack of traininga

gentler way of saying itin that type of large-scope thinking which is

involved in citizenship.

There is a very teal problem for us. It is an interesting fact that

George Washington, in the days when the largest city in this country had

approximately' thirty thousand periple, Philadelphia, at dint time, said that

the greatest troubles came from the masses of people Who lived in the

large cities.

And, of course, in history, social disturbances and social revolutions

have come largely from large city states. Stop to think of that for a moment.

Think of our country, and you will find the greatest extremes of poverty, .

the greatest extremes of wealth, the greatest contrasts between well-being

and poOrbeing,pp6n the part of our people, are in the:cities, °

, .

The greatest .tilacentive to remedy affairs by resorting to violence, ink

steac4Of follbwitiethe normal healthy procedures of, good citizenship for

whielf ive stand, Occurs in our cities,

What are we going to do abOtit that? That, is one of the facts of life

which even an earneit, application to ,principles, such as this convention is

'concefned with, is going to have a hard time changing, I am afraid. Bow

cad,we' get.into the minds of these people who live in the larger areas

the same kind of self Stillicietil,and understanding and appreciation of

e the value of.the individual, which 4v is in the mind and heart and soul of

the pioneer, thcfrontiersman, of a hundred or a hundred and fifty years

ago?

Somewhere in the process of educatioand when I speak of education

I am talking definitely 'of organizations and conventions of this kind,

must' get into the minds of these *pie and the .undtanding of these

people, the capacity for conceptual thinking which makes' them realize that

we still have frontiers, We still HaVe opportunities for the pioneer.

Another thing which I think, perhaps, may be the result of me of the

things I am talking about is the cynicistli which results from Rappiness,
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the case of sophisticate who has not foun place in life, the older

person who becomes more introspective as h goe. 'dung, the person in
the metropolitan area who has less capacity for the s e of thinking b
am tal:,:ng about. We find more of a desire fur "P ace of Mind:. and
comfort' of the body, than we once had, vdien the life verage was eighteen, '
twenty -five, thirty, or even forty years.

People had less thought about "Peace of Mind" in those days, and

comfort of body, than they have now, It is very significant,. think, that
books like Peace of Mint( and Hole To Stolilrforr)ing, and i ire best

sellers today. It is most significant that people are thinking in'lliose terms

rather than in terms of going out and meeting a frontier,

How can we compensate fair the trends in human life which bring these

attitudes? What process of education is available iO accomplish that end?

What possibilities lie in the field of religion? How can we make mei
and women think more of theinke 'in /world in which they, as in-
dividuals, are charged with responsibiliiAt' solving the problems of this

kind, rather than having Someone else comfort them, give them peace of

mind, and the pleasures of good living?

Of course, I am not minimizing the importance of making people as

peaceful in mind as possible. We have enough hysteria. We have enough

hospitals fled with mentally ill patients aS it is. The good lord seems to
'provide as many hurdles as possible to challenge the potentialities that

we have, up to the limit; that seems to be a part of the plan. But we are

having enough wreckage resulting' from it at the present timeperhaps

because of our own ineptness in meeting the challenge, Certainly we-must,

be thinking pretty hard about how to condition our people in their younger

us so that they will' be al* to meet theic rises without the tensions

.IW the breaks which we are getting now, if we are to have the resourceful

citizenship which we need,

We differ as citizens today, because we live in situations which are

much more differentmilieu, if you wish to call it by a $64 word, Our

local, national, and international problems are much more complex than

they used ro be. There is much greater necessity for training now than,
there on was. A man with a meager education could, through the ex-
perience of the life which lie lived in those days, come to the Presidency

'pt the United Stares and make a great contribution, as didlashington,
',.'it incoln, and others. Neither Washington nor Lincoln was a college.'.4,
`"trained man. 0. ,

. ,' Who's Who in America inclicate,, .thdarhat men and women who achieve

par, success are predominantly university graduates. The never-ending

vicissitudes of life, today, boih for individual success as well as for useful
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participation in the public interest, require a much larger 'basest:if educa

tion and training t* meet the great complexity of the problems which

face them. We call increasingly upon science to solve the problems which

face us, and to free its from the penalties of ignorance. We mark with pride

the achievements of science in overcoming bodily diseases and making it

,possible to preverthem,

We are beginning to work in the field of mental and emotional iin

' balancestll another one of tfiose frontiers in which we have great need

for furthe47 professional training and experienceAnd, unfortunately, we

have a much greater facility for scientific misuse of scientific discoveries

than we 'have, for beneficial use. In fact, the opportunity for misuse seems

to be the greatest challenge for scientific discovery., ,'.

Despite III the, advantages of our present situation we seem to be.

less able to think in terms of the soul, which is making the journey in

this body of clay, through this life which we are living. We seem less

able to Oink in terms df universal plans, regions, and purposes for our

being here and the part which we are supposed to be playing in this life.

We, seem ever mote inclined to think in terms of gathering a lot of

things about us, squeezing as much pleasure as' we can out of life, and

dodging the responsibilities, which come on the higher level.

I am not a minister. I do not profess be a preacheri I am merely

givingitou a layman's observation of how the thing strikes rue, I kel, v y

profoundly, that we have lost greatly at that partictitir point over tt1 e

day clthe pioneer of whom I split a moment ago His Bible reading and

his reverent talking with God was ,a daily family 4aiii

We have bigger telescos. 'We can see further than V tised'to. We

seem to have less seeing minds and more handicapped souls....

One Of the great values v4 have today, as contrasted with the citizenry

of a hundred or more years ago, is the wealth of organizations which we

have, I agree thoroughly with" the previous Oakes who spOke in terms of

plenty of organizations. .

Of course, thatibringsN back to this organization with the culttises

and experiences and prqtati of work which are represented here. The

opportunity which comes .foro pooling of interests, the. pooling Of ac-

tivities for achievement of these ends. Sometimes, unfortunately, the

organizations are used for various specialized purposes, 'Sometimes they

grow inward in their activities,. becoming selfish 'and dissipating the

energies of those who work n them. Sometimes, they pen get into very

futile inter-group rivalries which expend the energies anclighe money of

those ivho shbuld be concerned with larger objectives.,

But that'is pan of'the process of citizenship, tooso I suppose we have
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1

nothing to complain about, We have plenty of that in government, plenty

of that in Congress, and plenty in the courts,

.Now, I have a bit of inspirational material here which was prepared in

advance 'for a press release, and I promised to give it, So I will, Perhaps
it has come, pertinently enough, after the more general observations:

"Leadership in the community of nations haiken .thrust upon us, and
it requires our understanding of other peoples and of conditions through,
out the world. The inventions of our age have brought the problems of

faraway places claw to our hearthside, To survive decently, we must bead
natureall her new wondersto constructive purposes.

"Today's American Citizen must live his citizenship every day of the

yearyear in and year out, His cannot be the kind of patriotism that

requires a dramatic 'crisis or a war to become aroused. His cannot be the
kind of citizenship that is brought out of mothballs and dusted off for
founn of July parades or Am an American' days"

, Do not think l'am minimizing the importance of those things, because

am not. But my point is merely to emphasize that it must be more
:than, that. rt must be more continuing than that. It must be more thinking
than that

"Today, the effective citizen must study the needs of his local and
worldwide communi;t11',Intl meet them to the best of his ability, whether it

means jury duty or campaigning for more adeqUate salaries for public

servants, or studying the issues that 'perplex the best of us in the .intricate

maze of world affairs."

I may say hereby way of interpolation, that I believe t ioroug 111 y in

direct participation in local and state and national affairs. A person who
tells you he does not believe in pressure groups is just refusing to look
at the realities of life, The world is full of pressure groups. Washington
.is full of pressure groups. legislation is being written by pressure groups,'

AO group which does not get in and do a little prisuring is failing to
help preserve the balance which, must be preserved if legislation is to be
ftly representative of all the interests of us, together,

le us gathei inspiration and strength fromocooperating in these

I et us faten our eyes upon the higher goals an join together

in smiting the'values that make America at, The horizons which fate

today's American cititens are wide and tic with potentialities. Let us rise

to-their: challenge, noebnly with' the 'exp nence which has'come to us
from our older and mori.sophiAicated civilization, but, at the same time,

with the enthusiasm and youthful vitality whiCb' characterized us in our
earlier years."
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EXCERPTS FROM THE GROUP REPORTS

y.

o We fifer! to avoid playing into the hands of subversives by -Making

honest political action and. social liberalism synonymous with communism.

"Respects le persons" may thus neutralize social action groups and leave the

held of social action to subversives.

How to build civic responsibility? We must demand civic respon-

sibility, not just of the poor, but of the welltodo, For civic responsibility

we need not merely more education but a certain high quality of educa

tion with a content centered on life problems.

11. The term "dirty olitics" labels the American science of government

as incompetent and unclean, The fact that many serve our government

altruistically is ignored.

All too often the ordinary person does not feel that politics belongs

to him. It seems to be the possession of some mysterious "others,"

What can we do to get government of the people? The first prac-

tical step to attain such a change is to discover methods of communication

and expression that will interest all kinds of groups and thus get the

voice of the people.

*4 One of the best ways to interest the average citizen in politics is by

developing a year -round program in citizenship education, rather than

waiting for election day to give out information. Groups of citizens, chosen

regardless of party-lines, could be broirght together to discuss issues to be

voted upon, civic responsibilities, or ways of promoting good .governmenr,

Youth should be called in eierywhete decisions are being made.

They should be asked to state their., point of view openly and to assume

their part of the responsibility. We nyist not sell young, people short!

We m st encourage them in every way possible.

It is most importatit that American citizens concern themselves with

local problems. Unless local problems can be solved, national and inter

national problems are apt to be badly handled,'

The authentic American tradition of welcoining the friendless and

oppressed as stated in t4 poem on the base of the Statue of Liberty is

opposed by the native siuperiority belief that old stock Americans are

always iuperibr, tc)

AmetIcan citir Quid realize that American policy abroad is'.

being resisted notbicause.it is democratic, bin becanseohr political ideals

and our economic system are not articulated.
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BELMONT FARLEY, director, Press :and Radio Relations, 'Natiotal.Education

Asociation
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